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PREFACE

the idea for this thesis was conceived out of the question that
if history judges a man to he truly great* could the essential lines
and nature of that greatness he seen through a thoroughly hostile oppo*
sition press*

The man is Abraham Lincoln*

the press consists of The

Charleston Mercury and The. Charleston Daily Courier# both active Couth
Carolina daily newspapers during the Presidential campaign of i860*
When it was learned that these newspapers represented opposite and rather
polarised extremes within the socio-political attitude loosely described
as ^Southern Democrat,” the purpose of this paper expanded into an editor*
ial comparison of their descriptions and judgements of Lincoln from his
nomination as the Republican Presidential candidate on May 13* i860, until
the secession of South Carolina on December 20, i860*
It was originally intended that the scope of the thesis be restricted
to editorial comment on Lincoln, ,ftbe man”; to paint, as it were, an editor*
ial portrait of him using what the Mercury and Courier said of his life and
personal politics, with as little reference to the sectional issues of the
period as was necessary to complete the portrait* As a result, however,
of Lincoln’s obscurity, his campaign silence, Southern censorship, South
Carolinians1localism and their near complete absorption in the issues of
slavery and secession, it quickly became apparent that a greater reference
to the campaign issues through which Lincoln was invariably seen would have
to be made*

These same factors which reduced the
ill

amount of editorial

comment on Lincoln in the Charleston press* however, have made it possible
to include in the following pages over 9($> of the articles in which his
name was mentioned*

Therefore, despite an actual paucity of detail on

Lincoln, the picture of him contained herein is a comprehensive one*
In a free society the manner by which issues become focused and
gain the momentum required to translate them into action is by arousing
public opinion*

Tactlessness* idealism, moralism, zealousness as well as

distortions, half-truths, and fanaticism- are. not uncommon journalistic
weapons when it comes to fomenting public opinion and swinging it behind
a cause* American Presidential campaigns and the propaganda accompanying
our wars are clear examples| the Charleston press in i860 is another*
The temptation to “correct” the .half-truths, false statements, and errors
regarding Lincoln as the thesis took form was rejected for a number of
reasons which may be relevant to state * In the first place, it seemed
that the task at hand concerned what Charlestonians 105 years ago thought
Lincoln was, not what he actually was*

Second, only by following the

winding trail of distortions on top of half-truths' on top of errors, etc*,
can one appreciate the newspapers1 conclusions and summations about Lin
coln, his party, and his politics, which led the State to secede*

Third,

the pulse and ton© of those intensely exciting' times could not be brans**
mitted to paper with anything approaching their original “flavor” if the
writer1a task was to penetrate the m ok© screen of biased journalism in
search of the actual historical Lincoln* As a result,, the portrait of
Lincoln herein is not only comprehensive but, to use a phrase, unexpurgated.
The research for this thesis was accomplished in its entirety at
the Charleston Library Society at 161* King Street in downtown Charleston,

iv

South Carolina,, a subscription library -with excellent' depth in both South
Carolina history and periodicals*

It is the only research facility in

the Nation, State, or City with files of both the Mercury and the Courier
for i860*
Finally,.the writer gratefully acknowledges the long-distance
efforts of his thesis advisor, Professor Eoy M* Eobbins through whose
counsel and direction the subject has remained in focus; the warm
cooperation and research assistance of the librarians at the Charleston
library ■Society, and the invaluable assistance in proofing and typing of
his wife, Helen*
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the circumstance of M s death the seal of iimoriality was

atauqoed on.. Idncolata fame*

That ®ke died to make men item,** is a terse

epigrammatic statement such as Mneoln himself was wont to use with such
telling -.and memorable effectiveness*

1st is is none the less true* He

was a tall, awkward, rugged# homely, self-made American who sapped -out
of the obscurity of his frontier origins into the thin ranks of those
whose greatness is neither bounded by time nor- place* Me think of Mneola
today as one' whose humility, simplicity, honesty, and. stmightforwardness
endowed him with a penetrating insight arid power of invective* as one who
would seise "upon great and prominent facts and. argue them to plain conclu
sions rather- than build up elegant and .fragile theories upon questionable
grounds | as one more earnest and commanding 'than passionate and persuasive,
and m

'the incomparable author .of such poignant, prophetic prose, as* »1

believe this- Government cannot endure .permanently' half slave and half free* *■**
«that from these honored dead we 'take increased, devotion to that .cause for
which they gave the last full measure of devotion* that we here highly resolve that these dead shall not have died in vain,*8 and, "witii malice
■%obn a* Nieolay, A Short life of .
Abimham Mnc<iln.* condensed from
tieolar and Hay*s» ibrahm^lSHcolhs A H i s t ^ rfSSr^SEI^fhe Century do*,,
1906), P* U % -F r ^ l I m o l I T r ^ u a e B H 3 e d " speech delivered to theIllinois Republican State Convention at Springfield, Illinois, lune 16, 1858*
%bid*, p, $??•

From ldncolnf'S Gettysburg Address*

towards nonef with charity for all # » * 1st m b M "tip the Hat!on1®
wounds
Tot Mnmln*s election m® the event which Jiggered the. secession
■*■

*

of the lower South and* as President* he stood as the leader of one section
of the ebuntiy which waged deadly and costly war against another section
comprising eleven states and nine million people#; One cannot expect that
the South'looked upon I&ncoln as anything hut the "chosen leader of a hostile
section which first threatened a cherished m y of life (for so it seemed),
and then brought about its armed defeat through tragic civil war# With
a certain mental flexibility and an appreciation for the unfathomable depth
of fooling involved in such a. painful conflict*: one might m m maintain
within m proper perspective such a latter day evaluation of lincofn ass
’As
lover of light fell* even s# fe..il^2iiwx*lm« # # .♦ He
brought a war* he almost lost- a, war# He rent the Constitution of
his country# He failed to unify M s people* 'He feebly Mated '
through M s blunders.^'until M s policy -of destruction, proclaimed
by the fires of homes, towns* and Mtieaj .and the almost incredible
multitude of. M s soldiers* recruited from slaves* and nations afar*.'
had cottg&efceSy desolated the cotintry behind the armies of M s foe# * * #
M m m In ism madi Hot with the madness of violence, or" that of halluoi**
nation, but one that none the less dulled his conscience* and clouded
M s brain, and passed M m from mood to mood* turned M m over to the
Fates* -and shut- M m up to doubts ofeven Heaven and M s God#h
This statement appeared -as lute as 1?31 in order* according ’
to the author*
Robert Woodward Barnwell* 11to do something to keep the -South from being
dram into the whirlpool -of M»»lifewrsMp#^^
the Judgements of Lincoln to be found in this thesis* though m %
% M d # *, pm ted#

From IincMMe Second Inaugural Address#

%obert W. Barnwell, The Lines And'Mature Of Lincoln* s Oreatneas
(Columbia* S* C#s The State Coiipa^vT^lST* pp*
t;rT'rn,n,,r*""",rr'f'
*

% M d * * p# I$* Barnwell m s the grandnephew of Robert -Woodward
Barnwell,"The wealthy conservative South Carolina politician, who- servedhis State as HMted. States Representative and Senator* and then during
the Civil War as- Gonfedemte Senator*

3

always as bitter as Barnwell1s* are usually as condemnatory*

It is

essential*therefore* to a comprehension of the portrait of Lincoln which
emerges* that one understand* if not appreciate* the particular origins
of the depth of feeling behind such judgements*

These origins are to be

found in the extraordinary psychological makeup of the ante-bellum South*
erner and in the aristocracy of the old South*
The motive of white domination which 13* B* Phillips observed to
be the 11central them# of Southern history grew out of the whole complex
of social relationships and biracial adjustments which arose from, the
presence of vast numbers of Negroes* who* as Phillips noted* had to be
not merely employed at labor but controlled* “in the interest of orderly
&
government and Hie maintenance of Caucasian civilization**1 Out of the
effort to control so many Negro slaves .grew the requirements for „a rigid
social order with well defined classes* where “common people’1 knew their
place* where “quality** took their dominance as a matter of course and
where slaves were expected to be happy with their lot*

The privileged

class* as in every nation with an aristocratic ruling class* had its
social position* pride of ancestry* senset ©f responsibility* and creed of
“noblesse oblige*’’ and their birthright seemed to endow them with a highminded and ehivalric code of behavior*

It was an aristocracy with an

Anglo-Saxon, yeoman background of which Arthur H* Schlesinger wrote, “more
nearly approached its counterpart in England than anything else to be
found in America***^ ■
% * G* Randall, The Civil War And Recohstruetion (Boston: D* 0*
Heath and Company, 1937 )* ppT3~H* citing U* "B*":"Phillips, The Central
Theme' of Southern History* “American Historical Review*” XXXIV (October
1926), p* 30. .
‘Arthur M* Schlesinger*, New Viewpoints In American,History (New
lork: The Macmillan Company, 192317 p ^ 7 u «^ ~

h
The tosiitoiion. of slavey In.the South instilled in the master
class, a fierce and quixotic pride which extended to the nonslaveholder

and even to those slaves -with the more prestigious positions^ such as
personal mids, butlers and coachmen*

It mattered less that the arisbe*

cratio tradition to the South lacked an ancient heraldic background than •

that it 'played .a major' part to the menial makeup of Southern men and
women*

It mattered less that there were more log cabins, frame houses

and nonslatreholders to toe South than there were mansions, plantations

and slaveholders: for m one Southern historian has noted, the entire South
was devoted to toai class-conscious way of life which 11developed perhaps
the most uncompromising sense of localism to. America#11® Anto-bellum
.Southerners were a high-strung people to whom toe'habit of comraand ac*
quired from toe ownership of slaves: and the refining effect of well. em«*

ployed 'leisure introduced a deferential, gallantry towards women and a par*
ticularto strong sense of honor and dignity* Slavery had accustomed them
to expect implicit obedience and it Was their nature that they often per*
formed better to etotosrafb than, peliiios where the artful angltog for
votes among Pemocratic constituents involved the acquisition of less dig*

lifted talents than they had been bred to possess,, or felt called upon to
demonstrate*
to describe the Southern aristocracy to one thing, to feel it an*
other*- Out of the. experience of immersing: oneself to sis months of news*
papers from the.antebellum period one can develop such a *feel** for that
aristocracy where, duels were frequent but only .amongst gentlemen, for
though one could and would gladly .die 'for honor, that honor was nnasssdl*
%lemeni Eaten* A Htotdry of toe Southern Confederacy ( M m forks
The Macmillan Company, W m )0 p* W *

able from these -of a lower class*

It caste as a revealing surprise to

the writer to discover that ctoing the Presidential campaign of 1860#
perhaps the most traumatic political period in the history of the South,
the Oharleaton.Mercury devoted more space in its columns to- the history,
manners and customs of foreign royalty and the comparative merits and
demerits of their aristcoracles and systems of servitude, than 'to any
other single subject excepting slavery and- secession*

It published

lengthy histories of the four Georges of England and. when the Prince of
Wales visited the country in September and ietober it followed his move*
monte with lengthy and flattering daily accounts*

It compared the South* a

npeculiar - ■institutte# with serfdom in Eussia, the use of Chinese cool*
ies -in the West .-and. the indentured labor system in England, to name a few,
and in every case found 'their 11rule11 more benevolent and the Hegro slave
bettor cared for*
is the ninteenth century opened, Southern, aristocratic section*
alism on the one- hand, and the decline of aristocratic tendencies In- the
rest of the country on the other hand, began be proceed on ever widening
divergent lines* For e&ample, In the Horth and ierbhwest as Presidential
succession,- which for six administrations had fallen to the patrician
»Vti^iida- bynasty,1* gave way to

Republicanism (1801*1828),

the attitude of cynical contempt for the innate- capacity of the people to
govern, themselves began to crumble*- fet, in the same period the semi*
feudal order in the South, built around the broad base of African slavery,
received- n m dignity and importance from the vast expansion of cotton
culture which reinforced, the plantation system, extended it to the Gulf
Coastal Plain and brought new slave States into the Union*

As the pendu*

6
Atm of manhood suffrage moved away from aristocratic qualifications bo*
wards the ideal -of equal political rights in the rest of the country,
Schlesinger noted that the Southerners -openly declared the failure of
democratic government and seemed to he at one- with the renowned Shan*
eellor Harper of South Carolina in repudiating and scorning the glitter*
Ang geixeralties of the jBeclaration of Independence*^ the elevation of
the baoferoodsman Andrew <$aitaosi, to the- Presidency in 182# was a dramatic
symbol to the Southerners of the disintegrating forces of the time* For
the next twenty years, as- the taint of aristocracy became a political
liability in the Berth and Northwest, Southemism reached out for Its
final and most aristocratic definition yet# leading, Schlesinger to note■that **the Civil Mar .dealt a body blow to the ■most exclusive aristocracy
® m country has ever Imown**^0
Southern Rationalism in the 1650»s and 186ofs was shaped and
fomed**but not oreated**by the ■divisive wedges of separation from 1830
to- i860* these wedges, which Mstorians have described thoroughly were,
briefly, the American expansionism in the 181*0*s which agitated the slavery'
issue aa .never before and brought 'in its train the very real threat that
the northern majority already existing in the House would extend to the
Senate condemning the South to- unfriendly legislation on tariff* ■■■mousy,
.land, internal improvements, and ultimately slavery itself ; economic
sectionalism pitting an. agrarian South against a growing industrial com
plex in the Borth built around factory growth, capdt allstic enterprise,
European migrations, the building, of cities1, railroad systems, and the de*
^Schlesinger, 0£. clt., p. 91.
10IMd., p. 93.

T
yalopunst of 'the Northwest and Far Westf; and, the rapid rise of abolit
ionism m m moral and political force.
its ^Americanism1* and Southemiam began to develop separate identitles Southern attitudes underwent subtle changes* fheir original apde«
gist sentiment towards slavery which had undergone a subtle moral change
from a htsmperai^ saakesMif*1 in earliest colonial times to a '^permanent
though, unfortunate necessity by the revolubionarr period, was replaced,
by a growing belief that sievery was not only a. positive good but necess
ary to the South1s very stmn?ivai* fheir political philosophy changed as
well#

Previously the South, particularly Virginia. and South Carolina,

.had been significantly mticumlistie advocating m
power and broad construction of the new- government.

expansion of Federal
Under the pressure

of the events between 183® -and i860 they began to view natiomlisffi and
broad construction with concern, and shifted to state rights as articu
lated by Senator Calhoun and' strict Gcu^titutional interpretation as the
means of protecting' their rights and. interests.
By i860, Southernism with its eeoaomie, social., cultural and an
thropological -overtones was thoroughly -displaced from the main stream of
American thought and feeling. Historians have recognised this fact .and
gall its material maMfesl^tions, sectioimlism.* Out of the voluminous,
and often eonfMcting works on Oivil War- causation the sources- of sec
tional conflict have been analyzed in agonising and exhaustive detail,.,
but the force which hinds all of the sources of sectional conflict- late
«that consciousness of common culture and common grievance*1 which Bandall
described as the essence- of Southern Nationalism!! -was the institution of
Randall, o£. cit», Pm II?#

0.|airei*y and

-the attitude 'it generated* -m-attitude which Ky tB6Q$ m & '

foreign to most Americans outside the South, and* which since then, fen
historians hair© articulated with insight, despite' their generally sym« -;pathetic search for Southern feelings, that'attitude 'was--ah aristboratie outlook- which Schlesinger described as,- **an outlook on.^lif©''that.iii».
.fuses Its 'peculiar spirit of exclusiveness and 'superiority of self-pride
and special privilege, into all phases of human relationship

Anti«

slavery opposition wasorigiaally viewed m ^precipitate and ignorant
teal which ■would cn^eften the funtei^iai 'Institution of society, 'U$n*
roar lts peace and endanger its security, in pursuit of a- distant and .
shadowy gocd^S-' Aristocratic Southerners matched with deep misgivings
the--restless stirrings- and recurrent upheavals of-.the fln©lh©r strata .of
society*1
1 fhe chaises which had been taking place and which it seemed
Abolitionists sought to have take place, were seen not as the- wotting *out
of a beneficent destiny nor even as -the harbinger of serious material,
loss, but as ■the degradation of all that seemed good and stable' in the
world#

nIn their ayes,1
1Schlesinger wrote, »each new- victory won by the

masses • • • signified the yielding of aristocracy 'to the- combined forces
of ignorance, avarice and. moboeracy#*!^
that same, gentleman of honor referred to above who did not feel
it necessary to defend- his honor before an insult from one of a lower
class might still be forced to do so. IfJheh there was no -recourse and he
could not mthdraw into the privacy of his society he would usually under^Schlesinger, op. cit.. p. 72.
W lbid., p. 93.
% M d . . p. 72.

take M s defend* against the lower class with a feeling of utter. dis»
taste* M e courtliness and graMowsness would give way to the imperious
disdain which marked his class and defined M s code.. Even worse than m
ixm&£ a^inst'liia personal Icrnmm* was a calcMated nttaaak against Dis
order#

the ntter distaste and imperious disdain might still he jgweeefth

but the activation to m t w a s M probably stem from an wmvoiteble sense
of duty rather than a.,distasteful puMtive reprimand# Herein lies tee
only satisfactory explanation for the origins of the scathing eondes**
censtei with which fbj iterteette Merely wrote of Stephen &.« Dougins*
low tastes, vulgar manner and the u n M g M i y of his stumping tear during
tee campaign of 1860* and, of the lefty s c o w directed at tee humble
origins of tee simple baekwotesman, Abraham lineoln# Herein, also, M m
tee full meaning of such an evaluation of tee pulse and tone of Mneolnte
Illinois by ..Hi ijterlesten Pally

OMeaie

In the Hortewest, primarily we find no Msteiy* tee acta of those
who have, gone before us'have reared no living, monuments cF*lte past,
and whatever of historic interest does exist is tweed" only in a 'few
Iuraditiomry recolleotlons, and relate chiefly to a .wee who de
veloped' a cmde' and empiric' civilisation, white never progressed,
and who, with their manners, customs, religion and hopes have long
stn.ee.faded away before tee'brighter dawn of art and refinemwt,
while 'teMr'dfgceiMente are pea^eptebSy retreating to tee more
distant W m t m 3^
lg,rhe
Courier#

Baily

May 22, i860, cited hereafter as

c m r m tx

fM immm mn m

c a a m a i t mmmum vs# rnnmmnm

there were tepee daily ssecepape&e .active In 01sariesten during
the period of this teesies

tee Oharlestcm Hercurr# tee Sharleaton Bally

Courier and tee Ironing Hews#

tee Hews# a Journal devoted more to Site

erary matters teas political was suspended Ia the spring of 1861 when Its
editor left to participate In the defense of Charleston# tee Hereery
and Courier# thoroughly political in nature,, were: prominent newspapers
throughout the State and, in the case of tee Mercery^ throughout tee
whole South#

Charles I* Canteen, tee principal editor of tee lames Bprmt

study in history and political science entitled South CaroHiaa Coes To
War 1860-186&# described these papers as, ^great dailies of more than
local i^portance**^ .throughout the i8£0*sf tee Hercury was- tee mostsuccessful vehicle -of secessionist propaganda in tee State#. It represeated tee tidewater parishes where tee population was over 7$$ Wegro and
m m thoroughly oriented towards an extreme view of state rights, Mrnmm
ienism and separate -state action#

tee Courier, represented the predomi**

nently white back country distxdcts, tee merchants -and the old leadership
of tee State#

Oauteen felt that the tfanrier % s

probably tee most con-

eenmtxv-e paper In the State."2 The Mercury and the Courier were oommer#»
^Charles E.. Cauthen, Scmth Carolina Coeg To'War 1860-l86g (Chapel
Hills tee University of H c u t e T S ^ S a ^W S m ^
'1r
%b|d«# pm 33#

cial and political competitors in the city of Charleston, South Carolina
for over forty years#

Despite the fact they were both Southern Democratic

newspapers they stood at opposite ends of the political spectrum embraced
by that phrase#

through their political differences one could almost see

the outlines of the entire political struggle in the South in i860*
the Mercury was established in 1822 as a literary Journal by Edmond
Hereford*

When, however, it was purchased in dune of 1823 by Henry Laurens

Pinckney, a native South Carolinian, it quickly grew into the most promi
nent free trade and State Eights farty representative in the State*

In

October* 1832, John A. Stuart left the editorship of the State Eights and
Free Trade Evening Post in Charleston and became the editor of the Mercury*
Stuart was the loyal and devoted brother-in-law of Robert Barnwell Ehett,
influential and radical Senator- from South Carolina, often called "The
Father of Secession*"

Under Stuart the Mercury began its fruitful years

as Ehett*s organ, which according to Ehett*s biographer, Laura A* White,
was a factor of great importance in Ehett* s career*3 In 1815 Stuart with
drew from the Mercury owing to illness and J* M* Clapp, his junior editor,
became the sole editor until February 1, 18k?, when Colonel John E. Carew
became editor and proprietor*

In 181$, John Heart, previously the head

°f The Spectator and Young Hickory, the organs of Calhoun democracy in
Washington, became a joint proprietor with Carew.

Finally, in 1852, upon

Carew* s retirement, William R« Taber, dr*, E# B. Rhett’s nephew, became
joint proprietor with Heart*
Despite the fact that from 1815 to 1852 none of Rhett*s relatives
were associated with the editorship of the Mercury, its editorial opin3Laura A* White, Eobert Barnwell Ehett: Father of Secession (New
York* The Century Co*, X93l), p* 22*'" '

ions eilXX loyally reflected M o _peXi$tos* When Rhett wrote to tee to*
••#

'*

■ at

*

tore President, James Buchanan, on October 20, X8U5, that he no longer
had a peouhiaif^ interest to. tee paper And teat OXapp had too mute- inde
pendence and .ability to he.controlled to his editorial opinions by him _
or any other man, his biographer nevertheless noted that when -§mm became sole proprietor and editor to iBhf the advertisement regarding the
settling -of accounts ,/waa signed by Ehett* a oldest brother' Benjamin t o his
capacity as T r u s t e e W h i t e seems to have m doubt of Carew’s allegiance
to Shaft despite Uarew’s statement that the paper was mo longer m "Ehett
Organ," for she makes note of a statement from- W* 0# Simras to James H#
Hammond, bote prominent men to South Carolina poUtios,. teat Ehett ted
too prevaili33g .an influence on tee Mercury for teem to secure its support
to teeif ati&te upon tee bate: to X8k?-X81$i*^
Taber was killed to a duel on September Z9$ 1.156, and to March,
185?, ft# S* theft*. Jr. purchased lits

interest to tee Mercury#

In July of 1858, he purchased Heart* a interests also, and teereafter until
the paper’s demise to i860,, Ehett Jr* was the sole prop^eter#

The Mer

cury was now more than over identified with R# B# Ehett Sr*, for through**
out Ms. life, according to White, tee son. promulgated tee father’s ideas
with "stetotog. loyalty and great ability."
the policies of tee Mercury from 1832 through its- demise m m

tee

politics of R# 8# Ehett and his politics were radical; Rhett’s biographer
described the man himself as- follows*

Matrusted and disliked by other political leaders m rash and pre
sumptuous and offensively self-confident, he was fear long the enfant
terrible of South Carolina politics* His colleagues, who wouXS
.guide tee state slowly and cautiously amidst the Btovrn of those
tempestuous years, had repeatedly to reckon with tee insubordination
of this independent' who could never he ignored and who, because- of
M s devoted fedlowing, could be dteMplined only with great diffi
culty and embarrassment.7
The Mercury had begun its career as a Calhoun organ dedicated
to free trade and state rights#

later as South GaroliMans began to

attribute tee source of their economic ills to the protective tariff,
*

tee inMvldualistic Bhett and tee teNnny case out against the tariff,
but they based their opposition on economic grounds and in nationalistic
terms so that' they could reconcile their position with Calhoun’s well
knewn advocacy to the tariff in X8l6* As tee anti~tari££ excitement in
creased in tee late 1820*3, disunion was first seriously suggested by
tee more radical,m' a remecfy for the State’s grievance*

Or* tioms

Cooper’s famous statement In 102? that it ms. "time to calculate tee
value of tee‘Union" startled tee State, and later the Mercury: created a
sensation when it abandoned its Mngering nationalism a d came out in
*

4k

support of fooperw) Contemporary observes remarked, "the age of miracles
has not ceased," and, "the Charleston Mercury, tee mouthpiece of tee & & *
houn school,' has become ultraradical#"

ft

The passage by 'Congress of tee tariff of 1028 launched Ehett upon
M s career aa“crusader, revolutionist and secessionist*

the severe eco

nomic depression white intensified tee opposition to the protective tar
iff, -tee deepening consciousness of slavery as ” a peculiar- institutiortf1

paused by the Missouri struggle# the tmspeahable fears roused by the
slave tosBrreotian of 1822# the nervous .sensitiveness to .'the widespread
controversies over its aftorraato* the Hagso- Seamark Act* the oolcidU*

*

nation movement***all contributed to a movement weakening UniOBim and*,
as- the Eouto Carolina tlnionist daises* &*' Pel&grn pbrasedit# ^preparing
the minds of mm for a separation of the states #w^ Ehett led the .radi
cal disunion movement along with W fttem #• freshen# ffamm tooper, S# S*
Miller and others, As early as 1828 he stated through the Mercury# 11toe
day of. open- opposition to the pretended powers .of the OonsMtution cannot
be far1offjt and it is that it may hot go. down to. blood that we now call
upon you .to resist**1 to the language '-of 'ievotoliohary patriotism. Ehett
ecmttoued*

_

If you love life bettor than honorj;
-*»prefer ease' to perilous liberty
iuid.;gioiy* awake noil stir notl^^lrpbtont resistance
add vengemes '.to your ruin# -M m t o smiling peace .with year tosattoble
'oppressors# tod'die 'with the' noble eonselahioa*'that ydnr ‘snha&saive
patience, will survive triumphant your beggary ami. despair#*0
Ehett was- .one of toe original and loudest proponents of nullification to toe'I830*a and, emerged from .that controversy as the leader' Of
a gfovp,toting for aectostol .as a totog toslrable to itself* lleCted
to

183d

to Congress from the districts of Beaufort -and Colleton# he

jumped to. the- fort, of South Carolina politics to. 183? when he -and toe
Mercury sided with Calhoun over, support for a, national bank to origtoal
opposition to Whig policies.* .Begardxj^thto prominence# White wrote
that# tthe suddenly found himself# at the very outset of his Congress
ional career* advanced to toe forefront of the Calhoun ..party* and to the
%autoen# cjx# cit*» p# 2# '•■
1 % h e Cterieston Mercury# June 18*. 1828# cited, hereafter as Mercury,

special fhvor of the great leader and toe most totaato and personal re
lations with

to'1806# when a BepresentoMve from Vermont intro**

duced a motion to abolish slavery to the Bistriet of Columbia, Rhebt
offered two- amendments to toe motion as follows*
And the destitution of the United States having proved Imde(pate to protect the' Soutoefh' States' to. the peaceable enjoyment of
their ''idghts and property* it is .smpedient that the said Const!- ■tution should be amended or toe'Union of 'the'States be dissolved#
Besoived# ,that a committee of two members from each State to. toeUnion be appointed*, to report upon the e^ediency and practicability
of amending the Gohstitotlon or toe best mmm of dissolving toe
tihion*3^
Ehett achieved, national notoriety to 1838 when to a eonttouenee of that
matter he w i t to toe Southern people over the heads of Southern Con
gressmen and called, for a Southern convention to demand an amendment to
toe Constitution protecting stoveiy as to# only alternative to- disso
lution of the Union#

-

‘-

to ISith# Rhsit launched through the Mercury toe so called *B!uff«
ton movement** for a state convention -am ^separate state action* on toe
tariff* .Stung by such titles as ^Eev^tuticm^y*^ Ehett argued'in the
course of toe Bluffton movement that while .separate state action meant
nullification or secession* including the 'risks of disunion and war* toe
object of resistance mm reform of toe Union to safeguard Southern inter
ests* to ^rescue liberty*- toe ionstitution- .and- toe
13White*

Following

cit** p# j&m r

Mercury* August 1* I860* to reporting to his constituents in
toe Beaufort and Colleton districts on'toes# amendments on January 30*
1838* Ehett stated, **X erpected them to share toe fate* which inevitably
awaited to#' original motion* • • • to be laid upon to# table. My desip*
in presenting them was to place before. Congress and toe people* what in
my opinion was to#'true issue-upon this great and vital ^aestidnj and to
point but the bourse of policy by which it should be met by the Southern
State#***1
Mercury* August 12, ISM**

the Hashville Convention in June of 1850, however, Ehett opeuly and
without reservation jroelalmed Mmself a MsuMonist and foretold #the
beginning of a Eevoiutioi# in a speech published as a Senate campaign
docmment*^- MMie wrote that Ehett* s disunion speech Swelled a strong
response throughout the country, that the Washington.- Union led the
iabioMs press in vetaseut and bitter attacks against Ehett# and. 'that **Mf#
Ehett*s Reason became a byword *w^
South Carolina on a w e
3&m2& %

Ehett m s elected to the Senate from

of Msunionlsi sentiment and took M s seat on

I85&*

South Oaroiina now became intensely emMoilei in 'the ao*eal3ai
secession -lapsus cooperation movement*

Ehett, M s secessionist associ

ates, and the radical Mercury were so thoroughly committed to secession
that their prestige m s at stake as it had. never been before* A division
in the State legislature between the separate state actionists led by
Ehett, and- the. eooperationists led by such dis tinguished South GaroliMans as § . §* MOTflSnger# langdon Ghewis, dames Orr, A* P# Butler and.
Ehett* s cousin, Eobert Woodward Barnwell, resulted in a deadlock and a
compromise MSI. calling- for both a State- convention and a Southern Con
gress*

the elections for delegates to the former In February, l8Sl, wait

ovea?wMlraing3y in favor of separate^ state actioMsts, and the radicals
moved to consolidate their control at the Southern Eights Convention in
Charleston in May*

%

the end of July# 1851# both parti.es were engaged

in bitter and noisy conflict for- Control of South GaroMm*

Even though

both .parties, agreed a Southern Congress would never meet,; the election in

1?

October of delegates to that Congress was accepted as the, test of
strength*

«throughout the mmer,*1 according 'to tm m White, Ehett,

.glorying in Ms- titles of •high Priest of secession1 and •Carolina
traitor1'waged 'the lieamesi battle of his life,11^
fhe cooperationlsts won by a sectional vote, of *hieh more will
be mentioned, and the secessionists were utterly shattered* Ehett was
bitterly attacked by both the forth and the South#

Eepudiated by M s own-

party at the State convention which assembled in April, 1852, he resigned
from, the Senate^ on the honorable but unusual grounds that he m s no longer
a proper representative of the. State*

South Carolinians were politically

i^diansted by the five year struggle, and the people of the State sank to*
•to a marked period., of political apathy from which it seemed no appeal
Could arouse them* Use Mercurr* sulky and irreconcilable, was completely
discredited as the %rgan .of the State," and Ehett- and the Mercury Cspib*
ulated to,the Unionists by repudiating both extoemism and disunion*

they

professed ^to accept in good, faith the finality of the decision of 1851,
and agreed that separate state action m s no longer- to be considered a
possibility* feither Ehett -nor the Mercury* however, concealed, that
their purpose was to find some platform on which South Carolinians could
unite to save the State from, the "menace of national, nomocracy," and to
retrospect it is certain that their capitulation to the cooperationlsts
was- simply a case of calculated opportunism*

leura USdte stated the- case

as: follows*
It seems easy now to read, the motives and purposes of the Ehetts*
they had not changed a stogie opinion, they were determined that,
if no earlier opportunity arose, the issue of secession must be
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forced in i860 as the last chance for the salvation of the South,
and the Southern mind must be pointed toward that end# South Caro
lina especially must be aroused#' The Mer<hn*f*.s previous' methods had
failed# ft would nos? try a 'different one# '.Instead of. scolding the
State for her apathy railing at the national Bamoorats, arguing on
the shave trade, it would assume the'unity of the State and reso
lutely ignore or"suppress any issue-' on which men might divide#' €fe
thi# policy Rhebt and lancey had clearly reached agreement at Mont
gomery, and Taneey had paved the way in a letter' published .in the
Mercury# dune % 1858. 'fob It is not surprising that for a time
some seeeasionisis suspected 'that the Mercury# like other Carolina,
newspapers, was shifting its course, veering in the direction of
nationalism, and masking the change by talking of Southern Xto&Xyr*
fhe .fidelity with thick the Mercer represented .the views and
politics of E* S# Ehett, and that In -tmm A* White, Rhett had. -a thorough
and scholarly biogmpher, wake the task of identifying and articulating
the editorial positions -of the dreary relatively easy when compared with
those of the flouriay. Moreover, a radical view- is generally easier to
-define than a moderate view, in that it lends itself to a slogan-making
type of simplification, while the moderate view is usually more subtle and
generally contains m m complicated overtones# pie Courier was a moderate
and conservative 'newspaper, neither as flamboyant as the Mercury# nor
wedded with such singlemindedness of purpose to a single concept, such as
the independence of the South. As a result, /throughout the period of this
thesis it was more difficult to- identify the editorial positions of the
foariey# and to detect departures .from those positions#

;

fhe gonr&cr m s first issued- in 1803 as the Oharleston Paily
Courier and is still active in 1565 as the Charleston. News and Courier#
though Idle paper m s originally established as a political Journal, A# -8#
Willington, one of the original proprietors, upon assuming the sole pro
prietorship in 1613, endeavored to make -the paper a commercial and business
17Xbld.t pp. !U2«.ij6
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Journal and a medium of general intelligence rather than a political
organ*

In IBM* W i M m S. King, {the father of the author or the work

cited below), and Eichard leaden became part owners of the Ooarler and
co-partners 'and editors with Millington* 'feadoti n o m took m i l charge
of the editorial department, and the Courier gradual^ left the c m *
.medial coarse it had followed for twenty years .and again beepie in*
volved in. polities.,. this time in defense of the Union against nullifi
cation*

fhe paper was staunchly Unionist during the nullification

cerisdo and thoroughly imposed Ehettfs organ,, the Heronry* William 1*
King, the son of William &• ling, and the anther of a chronological
and biographical history of the Charleston press “up to 1870, <poted with
obvious pleasure fhe Pearler and Inquirer of Mew Tork when he recorded
their estimation of the editorial efforts of teadon and his fathert
Nothing in the'nature of newspaper controversy could be more pointed,
or more pungent, than the weapons of warfare wielded by fhe Charles
ton Courier* in doing battle with the CAMGUM cohorts in South Caro
lina* 'It is almost painful to stand by, and see the execution done
by 'the grape and eanhister, which the jourjer throws Into7''the"m U i flcatidn ranks* l % Qshots tell, -with ISifSf effect, upon the Her*
cury In particular*^
“ *
leaden relinqmshed his .editorial-, duties' in l8Ub to M s partner
William S. Mag, who remained editor until, his death in 18?2*

Just as

the Courier had. been'on© of the leading Union, organs in the State during
the nullification crisis,: upholding the Union cause against what it re
garded an unconstitutional resistance to the laws of the Union, so in
the secession crisis of I8£l-l85£ it upheld the cause of the Union and
-

threw its influence in favor of cooperation against separate state action,
• *5

l%illlam L* Kings the Newspaper Press of Charleston, S* C*
{Charleston! Bdward Perry Bode Press, 187P1, p*

though, 4n W. 1* King’s words. It. was, °aa a choice of evils #n*^ Prom
King’s death ist 18S® until the secession of -South Garollm. in ieoemher
of I860 the editorial chair changed rapidly* Alexander Carroll, an
Englishman associated 'with the Ionian fgm® before coming to South Carol i m in 1819, was editor from King’s death until M s own death .in August,
1856. Henry II* Cushman, from New Haven, Connecticat and previously edi
tor of fhe lallr times of Boston, m s- editor from Becember, 1856, until
hie death five months later in April 185?.

finally, William Buchanan

Carlisle, about whom little Im known, became editor-in-chief until M e
death in 1863.

It is interesting to note that in the history of the

Courier up be i860, few of the editors were native South Carolinians or
Southerners*
fhe elections In South Carolina in October, 1851, for delegates
to the proposed Southern Congress, in which, the- cooperationists won the .
victory reported above,- revealed in general the type- of people, who
claimed the moderate, consermtive or cooperationist attitude for whom .
the Courier- spoke,-'and, further, -suggested an economic or sectional basis
for the editorial differences between the two- newspapers,

fhe cooper

ationists. won t0,Gti5 to 17,710, carrying all but three bade country dis
tricts, while the secessionists .carried all but three of the tidewater
parishes* 'tvefy district where the majority of the population was white,,
voted overwhelmingly for cooperation, while the parishes in which Negroes
composed 7h-9l$ of the population, all but 'two carried for secession with
on
l&rgs majorities*
One cannot avoid the conclusion that the fourier’s
19lbid„ p. 132.

■

2tWite, OB* £it*» P* 123

Union and cooperationist attitudes and the Mercury*# secessionist and
septate state action attitudes were both dictated to some degree# per*
haps 'to a great degree, by econcsoio m d sectional considerations closely
related to the extent to which their lives were influenced and. affectedby the institution of slavery*

fhe merchants in the predoMnemtly white

county districts together1with the old leadership of the State stood to
suffer the greatest pecuniary loss and the least social, readjustment by
the reduction In commerce incident to secession, particularly separatestate action*

On the other hand, those who made their- living from .the

use of Negro slaves to the tidewater parishes stood to suffer the great*
est pecuniary loss *and greatest social readjustment by anttoelavery
legislation*

thus, not only did the Mercury and Courier represent dif

ferent political jhilosophies but their support came from, different
sections of the City and State*
furntog to the explosive emits leading up to the Presidential
nominations to., the summer of i860, what can 'be said of dofen Brown1© raid
that has not already been saMf

^Nothing more potent could 'have happened

to strengthen the hands of the Secessionists to South Carolina,11 wrote one
historian!2^ ftit drove many conservatives into the camp -of' the ultras,”
noted another,^2 and to- t o Introduction to M s book on t o .Presidential
campaign of 10#,. 1* B* Fite stated tot, #the resulting- popular reaction
gainst slaver far exceeded any ever known before**1^

Still another

historian sussaaMsedt
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ft*© John Brcmraid threw the Southern people off balance
emol^omlly and gave them'a -seme'of crisis* Instead of assess
ing the-'raid as the isolated met of a little hand: of fanatics,
they attributed it to a conspiracy of the Northern Abclttionists
to instigate servile insurrections in various- places in the South*
fhe sympathyfor John Brown which was widely manifested in the
North made Southerners fed' that Northerners hated their section*
Out of .this dittery st^te 0£mind,\or popular hysteria, arose :
■^numerous- vidian# committees to ferret out the emissaries of ser
vile insurrection* As a result, Northern travelers, school
teachers, peddlers, and workmen in the South were in constant
danger of Being brought before vigilance committees, flogged, and
expelled from the country cm the basis of -unfounded .suspicions*'^
Concluding an entire chapter on John Brown, Fite stated, 11John Brown
must, therefore, bear the immediate .responsibility for the extremes of
the Presidential campaign of i860."25
On December % %B§9g three days after John Brown was executed,
Hinton M m m Helper1's book, Jhe Impending irisis In fhe South, How ffo
Meet It* was -raised to national prominence when .Congressinan Clark of
Missouri introduced .an amendment incident, to the election of the ,
Speaker of the House that, as the doctrines and sentiments of the book
were insurrectionary, no member of the House who had endorsed and
recommended it was fit to be Bpeaker.
developed into m

fhus the Speakership contest

emotional, even hysterical siavery^antislavery

contest* Assessing the- effect of thin incident upon the- Presidential
■campaign -Fite, wrote#
fhe effect on the -country of this long contest was intense*
■#very'phase' of 'the' tiim"months babble,. every-'excoriation' of Helperism, every bit of Southern bluster, -every Northern argument '
and expostulation, every physical clash was eagerly read about
the next morning by hundreds of thousands. . . ♦ Northern book*
-stores and newsstands sold one huhdred and fifty' thousand copies
of the incendiary Brlsis., the popularly of which recalled Uncle
^Baton, _gg* clt*, ■p* 2*
2E* oit**'"p*'St*

f m * & GaMn* In the South the dreaded hook was suppressed and
supporters oflt persecuted after the fashion of John. Brown1®
sympathizers.2®
fhe incredible excitement generated by these events footled
the nation* s attentions on the slavery’Issue as never before.

In the

House and Senate* though they discussed the tariff, polygamy, the
Pacific Railroad, the Homestead Act and other issues, Fite noted,
"the one unfailing topic, to which all others inevitably led, was the
sectional -question of slavery.11 the popular' 'discussion of slavery and
Judgements thereof dictated the party platforms, and practically de*
termined the issues of the Campaign itself| "Slavery or no slavery,"
"Union or secession."2? fhe dominant motive behind increasing' se
cession sentiment In the South became the .growing'conviction' that
Republican rule would destroy white supremacy and the cherished way of
life it depended upon for its perpetuation.
As the national conventions approached, and secession sentiment
gripped the whole Btate, the personal stock of both R. B. Ehebt, and.
the Mercury began to rise, while the Courier began 'to 'tread more soft
ly,. as the Mercury had done for the last -nine years#

A preponderance

of evidence,- however, indicates their 'basic purposes remained'un
changed. While the Courier talked of cooperation, it was frankly
working for the preservation of the Union, as it always had, through
pH
the 'tenants of -National. Democracy. ^ "the Mercury*® unmistakable
2%bid.. pp. k$~h6m
^?Ibid., p. k.
2% n interesting apology'in this' regardms made by the son* of
the editor in 1B$t* Me wrote$ "In i860, during the secession era, it
Ijourierj held the election of a sectional President, on grounds of

purpose and real though unavowed policy*** remained, wrote White, wto
rouse the' people again to the resistance spirit of 1850* hut to sup*
press or evade any definite proposals* any discussion of method on
which opinions would divide!, until it was too late to draw back*tt^
fhe hoGioeratie Convention met in Charleston on April 23* i860*
There, the radicals led by Bhett who clearly desired the' disruption of
the convention,^0 presented that body with such a sectional Southern
platform that it amounted to an ultimatum* When it was rejected*
thirteen of sixteen South Carolina delegates walked out, accompanied,
by the delegates from Alabama, Mississippi and. Xeulsiana*

fhe se- .

ceeders met again .in Eichmond, Virginia, on June 11, i860*

the re

maining delegates, adjourned without, nominating candidates -and met
again .in Baltimore, Maryland, on June IS, i860 where another irrec
oncilable quarrel over the contesting Southern delegations occurred,
the result of which was .that two. slates were nominated?

Senator Bong*

las .from Illinois for President and .Senator Fitspatrick of Alabama for
Vice- President on a ticket approved by Hational BemoGr&ts, and Vicepresident Breckinridge of Kentucky for Resident, and Senator- lane of
political and practical hostility to the constitutional rights, and"
cherished domestic institutions of the',.South, to be properly and in*#
evitably the knell of the Union, and went with the State, and the'
South,,.in dissolving a connection with faithless.confederates*. Xt is
oily,' however, when such trials become inevitable, "that the proprie
tors of Journals like the Courier* should countenance a deviation from
■tenets, akin to those which ’t X t ’"Joinvial'has long adhered to,'with de
termined persistency* fhe unavoidable change of policy,;alluded to
in the' editorship of the'Courier *-was greatly regretted by the associ
ate pronators*** King, eg* cit*, p* 132*
2%hite, 0£. eit., p. 150,
30Cauthen, o£. clt., p, 17, and White, 0£. dt« v pp« 163-16U.

Oregon for Viee-president on a ticket approved by wConstitutional Dem
ocrats ♦'!

fhe number of Presidential candidates increased again when

the former- ^America#' or Knomothing tarty under a new name of nGonstitutional Unionists*1 elected John Bell of Tennessee and Edward
Everett of Massachusetts as their conservative .standard hearers.
the editoral columns of the Mercury and Oourier throughout
April, May, and June of I860 dealt airiest exclusively with the Demo
cratic Oenventions and. the disruptive issues involved: the repudiation
of Senator Douglas and his popular sovereignty! a platform acceptable,
to the Southj and, articulating the. .growing sentiment for secession
rather' than submission to Republican rule*

fhe Republican. Gonvmtion

was held in Ghieago on May 16, 1860 In between the various Democratic
conventions* Even had the times been quieter the affairs of the Re
publicans would not likely have received much editorial notice in
thoroughly Democratic Charleston* As it was, Gharlestonians were too
absorbed with Democratic problems and seemed to be- quite- disinterested
in the affairs of' the ♦♦Black Republican*1 Abolitionist parly* Souther
ners who thought about it assumed, as did the rest of the Nation, that
Senator William H# Seward would secure the nomination of the Republican
Party- since he was his party*s intellectual genius, its boldest and
most aggressive leader, greatest orator, and popular idol*.
the first mention of Abraham Lincoln in either newspaper oc
curred on May 17, i860, when the gourlerj characteristically more sen
sitive to national affairs, listed Lincoln as m e of the six most
prominent Republican candidates, and. observed that, ♦♦the Seward stock
is on the decline*1* ^

On May IP, the day the balloting ended, the

31Courier, May 17, I860.
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Courier ran. an item from its Chicago correspondent dated Hay 17* to
the effect that the contest appeared to he between Lincoln and Seward
.and that one of them would he the- nominee*-^ Also on Hay 19* the
Mercury first aoimawledged Mr* Mneoln, leaping right to the attach

by writing: that his early education was limited and that he was still
a rough uncultivated lawyer.

"Though not an out and out Abolition

ist,1* the Mercury added, "he denies the right of the South in the
territories, advocates the Wilmot Proviso, and is,- in every way, hos
tile to the best interests of 'Ms native section, and in favor of cir
cumscribing the ^peculiar institution1 within the narrowest.possible
limit
The Courier was apparently more interested in. the outcome of
the Republican Convention than the Mercury for '-it', sent a correspon
dent 'to Chicago.

He reported on Hay 19, that if confidence in the

success of candidates was any criterion of the result of an election,
then Lincoln and Hamlin would be elected, for in the Midwest the Re
publicans regarded as inevitable the defeat of what they popularly
styled "sham Democracy.1* Every crowd one entered, the correspondent
wrote, "Honest Old Abe the Mauler,"- as he said they familiarly styled
him, was "the rage.**3k The Courier*s official announcement of Lin0010*3 nomination on May 21, reflected their consistent editorial de
sire for unity amongst democrats and Democratic victory at the polls
in November*
3gXbid.. May 19, i860.
3%ercary. May 19, i860.
3^Couider. Ms^r 19, I860.

fhe telegraph has Just announced the nomination of Mr* Lin.coin* • • * f M s is somewhat expected, and 'must be a hitter pill
to Mr. Seward and M s friends.* Mr. Lincoln is a Republican out
and out, less prominent and talented than Mr. Seward* He is, per
haps more moderate 'and conservative, hut’ultra, in. Ids political
motions of higher law fanaticism. AS Mr* Douglas'is the only mamsupposed to he ahIs to 'carry llli'tiois'agaimst Republicanism, and
Lincoln being strong- in M s own. state, the circumstances may give
additionalrstrength to Mr. Douglas at the Baltimore Conven
tion* * * * though Seward, is defeated, still the- "irrepressible
conflict" is rank and formidable as ever. Let the South then, and
conservative mem everywhere, crush its hydra head or -die in the
attempt.^
Southerners hated Seward and M s "irrepressible conflict" polltie** in fact, he seemed to-, them to be the arch, .fiend of political
anti-slavery* let, Seward was a prominent, wealthy, patrician Mew
Yorker who inspired in the South a certain respect not inconsistent
with their thorough dislike of' M s views.

Xi was as if the Southerner

knew where he stood with Seward, for those like Lincoln, however, who
leap suddenly out of obscurity, a not unusual initial reaction is one
of suspicious belligerency. Add to- that a contemptuous scorn for M s
humble origins, the roots of w M c h were described earlier, and the basis
of the Mereuryf.s initial attitude* towards 'Lincoln may be seen.

On May

23, it wrote i
. fhe Mew' fork Republicans, with the -exception of a handful under
the immediate control of Horace Greeleyand David Dudley Field, are
unutterably enraged over the lamination of the green backwoodsman
of Illinois, they know that Seward has given all the brains and
backbone to the party; that, in fact, the monster is a thing of his
own exclusive paternity; and, therefore,*, they regard the action of
the Chicago Convention very much as a fond father would the conduct
of a child who should kick the doting- parent out of M s house and
home the .moment the.young rascal got big enough to do it* • • .
"Anybody but Seward" was the motto- of these men— though the candi
date they have secured at least seems to be so little of anybody,
that, in these tolerable enlightened regions, he is set down for
nobody. A M that is precisely the reason that he was nominated.

3S$M4., May 21, i860 ,

*8
fhe campaign on the part of t he Republicans is to he one of mea
sureless cant and humbug, based upon the fact that the American
people know nothing of the candidate* fhe tribune strikes the
key-note this morning in an article headed HtiTthe abominable
gammoning phraset “Honest Old Abe.«3o

fhe jourisf' poked .fm at the Republican nomine© with less scorn
and. contempt and with a greater effort at puns- and humor at this stage*
Noting that the Savannah '
Republican announced, “the nomination of •Levi
Lincoln of Illinois to lead the future crusade of Northern fanaticism
..against, the domestic institutions.^ bheSouth,11 the Courier remarked
that, “a great error of memory or haste has,been committed, for the Re
publican .cannot,be .ignorant of■*&be Lincoln the great apostle of: rail ■
,splitting* who has- been-selected, to split- the Union. .Abe is. the man
’

-

'

not Levi."37 A day later 'the Courier suggested the reason Seward1s .
,friends- were. **spre**ms because they had lost bets, .on':the .nomination*^
fhe,depth, of, feeling,involved in the--particular .brand of con
temptuous scorn, heaped upon Lincoln above and. in* succeeding .pages, is
more, than can be adequately explained by, either his relative obscurity
or that he was the anti-slavery,. Black Republican candidate-.' .fhe. roots
,of, the.-«8planati«p. tie, deep ip: the :aristocratic,,> ante-bellOT view, of. 'the

welt .born towards those .makers .of the ? third estate,11 destitute, of* traditions or culture, who, went West, to escape the refining influence of
civilisation, and out,of their frontier squalor-had the audacity: to usurp
.the leadership of the privileged class,

fhe image of the selfmade fron-

tier politician m s a disgusting illustration to ari-steeratie-.Charlestons
3%ercury. Hay 23* 1660*
37courier* ^Hay 21,' I860. ; ...

38Ibid.. May 22. I860.

.
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ians of the aspiring group destined to fee those who would supplant the
Southern Aristocracy,

fhus, the Ifcroury reported that lincoln^s life

was so devoid Of telling incidents that even other Republicans found it
impossible to get up steam for their speeches.

wThey can only reiterate,

parrot-like, *Honasb 01d Abe* and offer- a feeble Jcks about *splitting
rails and mauling. Democrats.1 these are the only party*' war cries which
a careful examination can deduce from the meagre biography of the awkward
lllinoisian.^^^ fhe Mercury felt thgt'.such low flung eatch-words as
nrail-splitter and-1,flatfeoatmaiit'were to fee relied, upon to seduce the lower
classes into Abrahams bosom.1*0 On May 28, the Mercury summed up this
kind of feeiingi
fhe 'Campaign is already beginning to'assume an intensely' disgust*ing phase. A H the muscular' and mechanical antecedents of lfHonest
Old Abe” are- feeing .revived from: that Cimmerian obscurity in which
they were involved before his nomination at Chicago, and exhalted
into apparatus for the campaign. A company of ranting Republicans
has already been organised' in this -city under the name of the '•Rail
Splitter*s Battalion^. . . .- It is intended, in fact, to "ride* old
Idneoln into the Presidential office lton a fail11. . . . fhe ^flatboa# is another- clap-trap appliance of t he campaign, and will do the
same work of fascination upon "the stupid masses that the 11log cabin11
of iBfeO did* Several flatboat associations are now forming in this
City, whose'business it will'fee, like that of the "Rail Splitters
'Battalion11 to turn* out in processions and at public meetings,* with a
flatboat on wheels, and manned by stalwart Republicans cldd in romantie boatman*s dressy plying busy' oars, in .imaginary water, and sing
ing «Dance! Boatman, Cancel," and other popular songs of the South**
west parodied with some abominable cant about ^Honest Old A b e ."hi
■fhe Mercury often reprinted critical editorials of Mncoln from
Northern newspapers and whenever it could,.associated him -with' known
abolitionists.

For example, it quoted- from the Washington Constitution

3%ercury, May 28, i860*
^°tbid.. May 30, 3,860. .
^ X bi d.. May 31, i860.

that, "A* hineoln appears to be a m m after Joshua R. Gidding1© own
hearWvile and brutal abolitionist as he is*

fhe old fanatic has made

a speech, at Oberlin warmly commending lincoln to the support of the
Abolitionists of that neighborhood and has also written a letter to- the
nominee expressing his pleasure at the ivmlnation." ^

the first states

meni of any strength -against Lincoln to be found in the Courier appeared
on May 'fit,- I860, to the effect that, *fbe Chicago nomination is regarded
.as weak andmean, and .meaner than it. is weak#

Perhaps its. strength,

with'the Black Hepublicsans, consists in the fact that it ignores all the
..intellect and decency of their
OnMay

30,

p a r t y

*"^3

the .Mercury, for- the first time, assessed the Republi-*

can nomine© in a calm and rational tone*
from Philadelphia that! .

Its northern correspondent wrote
.

v fhe Chicago ticket Is .not, an enthusiastic' one, as yet* .ft will
be, and we believe it is a better selection for. the Abolitionists
: than if Seward had been ■nomimted* .* * * MhileMr* lincoln has not
'much public escperience^;. yet his canvas with Mr.* Douglas- .was notable,
and not very unsatisfactory, to M s party*' le, did not ..carry the leg**'
islature, but he carried the popular, vote.,, and won consideration by
■the able, manner in which he met the "Small Giant*" He can .hardly be
.- termed a. "man of straw/!., for the impressions he. made in'that campaign
'carried .the ncmiination fairly over the great Xeader,Mr* Seward* fhe
.Black Republicans have, been so well .pleased with the. nature, of the
.debate, between Messrs* Idncoln and Douglas that they have'’distributed
both their speeches- together to advance their cause* * *■ # Wherever 1
we have been,- we find no disposition to complain of., their candidates,
but the idea prevails that they have acted wisely, especially for the
. Horthwest, and that Seward* s friends will all come in*^u .
...A© dune opened,, both, newspapers seemed to take. bimolnts ..nomi
nation a bit more seriously, though one still must search ,those papers
U2Xbid.
ticourter. Hay 2h, I860.
U Herotay. May 30, i860.

carefully to find mention of Lincoln at' all*

the Gourfer, summarising

the general political situation, and obviously looking ahead to the
Baltimore Gonvention, eharaeterlstieally argued for peace within the
Democratic Rarty and a united front as the only means of resisting,
"that fanaticism encouraged by, and embodied in, the- political party of
which Messrs# Lincoln and Hamlin are head and front#"

At that time the

Ooarfer felt that the greatest hope for such a united front would, be
found under the banner of Bell and Everett of the Union Party#^

fhe

Mercury on dune 1, printed a long, letter from 0* 0* Glay in support of
the action of the Carles ton delegates in April, in. which Lincoln's
.■politics were mentioned#

Glay wrote#

Mr*. Lincoln and his supporters maintain that the extension
of slavery into the territories is contrary to the principles of
the Federal Constitution .and the purpose of its framers: and,,
therefore, that we have m right to carry and hold slaves te
them, and- that fengross has the power, ‘and is bound, by the Con
stitution, 'to prohibit the use and enjoyment of such property in
them, # • # the Black Republicans would countenance the destruc
tion Of our property everywhere outside of the States where it is
sustained by law: the BougXasites would countenance ltd- destruc-tion in the common territories .if they .had control of the federal
Government* And yet we are told that if ire do not support Doug
las we must take M n c M g l fhe Bouth will hurl contempt upon the
miserable alternative *ho
On dune 22, the Mercury, finally -quoted from Lincoln1s House
Divided speech* "i believe this government cannot antes permanently
half slave and half free"! and again, "I have always hated slavery, 1
think, -as much as A M A B Q H f i . G i I S f t h e same date in another
section of the paper was a statement from Horace Greeley1© JJew fork
^Courier * dune 1, i860.
&%ercnry* dune 1, I860*
^fbid*# t e e 2, I860*

tribunes
fhe doctrine of M r* Lincoln is hostility to the perpetuation
and nationalisation of slavery, and the restriction, of that per*
nieious institution within its present limits* fhie would place
it in the way of ultimate- extinction by the operation of natural
causes, and in the peaceful .legislation -of the people of the
United States where it exists* ■ Such is the orderly and conserva**
Live policy of Abraham Lincoln and. the Republican Party*ho
Both papers continued t© comment on Seward's defeat and the
astonishment it caused* On. dune 2, .the Courier noted that " M s woe
begone face' t o M that the 'Defender of the Rights of .Man* m s sacri
ficed on the altar of expedieney*~sac:rificed for Abraham- Lincoln, a
barroom politician, who, compared with Gov* Seward, is as 1Satyr to a
bypeteon.*#^ the Mercury described the quarrel between the New Tot*
Journalists over the nomination, .and added, "the feeling of rage is so
general throughout the.State that the ohsotoes -are now ten to one,against
fhe article continued to intimate the beginnings

Lincoln.- carrying

of a premeditated disunity campaign within Repit>Xiean ranks that would
give Seward the nomination in 186b*
After a short, reasonably serious note in the ioarler identifying
<

Idncoln'S politics with an anti-slavery resolution he had helped, to pre
pare for the firs-1-Illinois Republican Convention, both- newspapers again
began to refer to Lincoln and his candidacy -with contemptuous scorn strik
ing' out at everything, they knew of him*— which still did not appear to be
much*

Chi dune- 2, the Courier's ffew fork correspondent reported that he

'had heard, a speaker at a Houston meeting in Union Square refer to Lincoln
k% b i d *

.

k90ourierM June 2, I860*

as, "a man who was never heard of until he and Douglas mutually black**
guarded eatb other."

Also on June £, the Courier made its own eon-

tnhution to the growing number of "lives" of iineolns
Saterprising booksellsr©' are jmci&tag their brains to find ingen
ious literatures with prolific imagimtions, to manufacture lives- of
Abram .Lincoln* these lives'are announced for publication as soon as
they can be bitten— that is, as soon as a t m incidents can; be
■sufficiently amplified by the .glowing fancy of the bohemians, who
invent lives for unknown great men, to- constitute a life of respec
table paper dimensions. Mo dislike to spoil the' book trade 'by antici
pating the Issue of these valuable publications--but in order1to allay
the intense curiosity of the '.public, we are'compelled to lay before
our readers the following, full, ccs^retiensive and accurate
m m

of

Amm m m m

amp. i.
"He had a Father"
CHAP. II.
BO* Mother
CHAP. t H .
He split rails
CHAP. If.
He mauled Democrats
CHAP. f.
He 'went to Congress
CHAP. 'ft.
DO. legislature
CHAP. fit..
He was- defeated by Dowlas.
chap. ftit. c m fm m o)
DO.

fhe Mercury, whose tone -was always more vituperative than the
Courier's towards Lincoln, intimated Lincoln was a coward by relating a
^ ■Courier* June 2, i860*
% t i d . . Cited from the Utica. (H. f.) lelegram.

3k
snide anecdote about an encounter wilh^aiMethodist preacher, the Rev*
Dr. Cartwright.

It seemed Cartwright overheard Lincoln slandering him

daring the coarse of Lincoln*© firsts and. unsuccessful, campaign .for
State Representative from Sangamon County, saving at one point, tt$ can
whip ax$r Methodist preacher the t e d .ever made .*1 The articij reported
in some detail that when Cartwright gave Mm. a chance to do so- he de
clined.^

% o n studying iincolnls picture in a copy of Harper* a Weekly.

the Mercury infomed Its readers.:
A horrM looking wretch he is* sooty and scoundrelly in aspect,
a cross between the nutmeg dealer, the horse swapper, and the night
man, a .creature nfit evidently for petty treason, small stratagems
and all sorts of spoils.11' Me.is a lank-sided Yankee of the omm**
H a s t visage, aid of the dirtiest complexion. Faughl After him
what decent white man would be President#
The same issue gave Hannibal Hamlin, the Republican Vioe^Presidentiai
nominee, similar treatment and concluded on them both 2 "Very ugly crea
tures, both— the one. being evidently endowed with the soul of a taran
tula— the other of # terrapin.*^
Lincoln*s rail splitting feats as a back woodsman were a favor
ite target for editorial thrusts in both newspapers throughout the cam
paign. fhe Mercury m m a- few small articles establisMrg that cutting
3000 rails in one year, as Lincoln was supposed to have done, was not too
great a feat when compared to many South Carolina Negroes who could cut
150 rails in a day. fhe pearler -cited from, the Milwaukee Mews a letter
from one George .Dart of Hartford, Wisconsin, ffGentsi

Please forward my

name to the Baltimore Convention as a candidate' for President.

% split

rails in this state twenty years ago$ -also wore leather breeches* I am
^Mercury, *hme 5, i860*
% b i d . , June 7, i860.

sound on the goose qpesi&an*0

Of this letter the Courier remarked that,

* judged. by Republican standards, it must be acknowledged the gentleman's
claims for the imitation, are good.tt^
Leaving Lincoln'a rail splitting accomplishments for a while the
Courier and Mercury -shifted to id# politics and obscurity again. The
Courier, in a tare defense of Douglas: as the only one who could unite,
the- Democratic party wrote*
The only event that can prevent the ultimate success of Senator
Douglas, will be'the assumption-of "his principles by M s present
opponents, to c^ercome'Mm they must borrow Ids thunder * ♦ • • to
reap where another sows. Lincoln, sails into port with the favoring
gales that Seward's incantations had. invoked* The: Illinois man has
become the .genuine leader— the true author of the irrepressible
conflict.^6
The Heronry reported that Wendell Phillips had given his opinion of Mr.
Lincoln as candidate for the Presidency at a meeting in. Boston where
he denounced Mr* Lincoln, 11as a country court lawyer, whose only recom
mendation was that, out of the emptiness of' Ms- past, 'lying newspapers
could make him any character they pleased.**^
t

The earthiness of the niclmame 11Old Abe** continued to rankle
the aristocratic Southerners and 'the Mercury next used a bm U review on.
Major General Israel Putnam of Boston Revolutionary fame to strike agate
at-Ms .frontier heritages
Among the'humbugs of the North, one of the most eminent in the
■days of the Revolution m s General. Israel Putriam.
put,4* m o
what they'called Mm, with the: spirit' of vulgar slang whangery
which distinguishes the Black Republicans of today, when'they
speak of abraham i*mcow«-om a be i am m t m & am abe are of
Gouriep. dune IP, I860.
5^ibid., dune 6, i860.
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like kidney— birds of a feather— both Intolerable tajbugst^
fhe only compltoentary words about Lincoln which appeared in,
the Merottyy team the timo his name -was first mentioned on May 1f$ i860,
through the end of the Democratic nomimtioris are taken from a letter
of support for "Idneolu by Judge Bates of MlssonritHe fays he ha# known Mr. Lincoln ter more- than* twenty years,
and that he has earned a high reputation ter truth, candor, morals
and amiability| that he has talents, and will use them to'the best
advantage* Bo' Is the peer of the first1men of the nation, and well
able to sustain himself, and advance- the’.cause against any adver
sary, and in' any field where mind and knowledge .are ■the weapons . '
used! that, in brief,, he'considers Mm.'a sound, safe, rational man,
who could not be sectional if he tried# .
Appearing directly tinder the’above statement, and as if they, would get
the matter bask, into perspective, the Mercury wrote that long John Wentworth, Mayor of Ghieago, sMGt *Mncoln knows enough ter "all. that, he has
to do as a lawyer out in Springfield! but as a President he would be- a
damned teol**^
Perhaps the'most reprehensible judgement .against lanooln appear
ing 'In either newspaper through the end of tee oonventions— a judgement
more serious considering tee" value placed on personal honor in th*
South— appeared in the Mercury on June- 26, in which Lincoln's honor was
Bnder an article entitled. 11SPOT f l W Q W 1,tee Mercury ■

found wanting.
wrote*

Hiicolii is known In M e own. state by the name of ftSpet Lincoln*14
The way'In which he earned the title is. thus stated. While he was
in Gongress, during' tee Mexican War, he took’issuewith President
Polk in regard to tee President's '.statement that American citizens
had been massacred by Mexican Soldiers upon American soil#.* Lincoln
taking the Mexican aid© In tee- war, and desiring to embarrass M s
% & ! , < June 19, I860,
i . U i- . U T iT i. io i.n t
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^
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forbid.,. June 23, i860.
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m m country m much as possible, undertook to show that the Mexicans
were justified- in these butchering©,'and that otsr people were Hie
gggressors. With'this view he introduced a series of resolutions
asking the President to state'the. "precise spot In Texas where these
atrocities were perpetrated* * • • From the frequent aid rather pe
culiar 'use of the word ^spot11 in these resolutions Lincoln received .
the name of wSpob Lineelii,® by Witch he is generally known at teas* '
It was given him as a Ttbrand of shame,**' for quibbling: about the pre
cise spot where American citizens had been ruthlessly butchered, and
that too with' a view to- embarrass his own country in a just and. un
avoidable war, and to encourage 'the enerav to welcome our' soldiers
nwith bloody hands to hospitable graves **w
Both papers seemed to anticipate a Republican victory as early as
the beginning of dune .and seemed to feci that some action should be taken
in that ease*

In a speech printed in full in the Mercury* John Townsehd

'•of ®ftt© i860 AssoeiatiGi# fame^ provided the answer for' the' secession*
"istsi
'What Hiiaat’
" ..Shalt we wait until fb**' Idncoln''shall'.be bomeMnto
Washington upon the swelling tide of a triumphant Black Republican
ism* * . • Shall' w© put eofseti^’m'bur good behavior and wait' ’
whilst he is oi^anising his cabinet and distributing his offices j
‘ to See what tide-waitership he will confer on Louisiana and Georgia |
and what little post office .he.will entrust to, Alabama and Missis
sippi*- and the' rest 'of 'the Southern culprits who have’dared to find
fault with the Government. , * • Shall we wait, and ®wlth bated
breath and whispering humbleness,® permit, or' aid him, in taxing us
to fill his 1a^asury?~-to be used,' .if needbe, to- our.'own subjugaiiohw~of* as it'is now distributed, to foster the industry of" the
Abolitionised Horth, at the expense of the South4? I answsf,, without
S ^ r::lSStaBSh.' on my 'part, that it is neither the duty nor'the' in.. tercet of the South to wait in. this Union a single day .after i t .
shall be ascertained that a Black Eepublican President has been
elected! but that we should proceed forthwith to organdy a govern
ment for ourselves, and withdraw'from Hie fatal' coimection*^
^Qxbjd.j .lime 26, 186G, lrom the Mew Hampshire Patriot# , Lincoln
was defending the Whig' portion' that the'M5acan War MdiseeiTunconstituitonatly and unnecessarily commenced ty President Polk and,the. .intent
of bis resolutions was to determine'where Americanblood was first shed
.and if it were on American or Mexican soil* It was. Lincoln*© first im~'
portant speech in. the House of Representatives, delivered onJanuary 12,
18U8, and ©aimed him,, a considerable amount of unfavorable publicity i n '
the ■Nation* S'Press * 'SeeHerbert Mligang fed*),' Lincoln A s 'They Saw Him
(Mew Xorki Coliier Bocks, 1962), ,pp# '69-73, and,"’
Roberf §7 ISpeSCj S P
:coln And The %ess (Mew fork* McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc*,1951), P# 9*
■

T, 'i860.

glutracterMtieally, the Courier only posed the question of what
to do im the event of a Bepubliean victory, leaving the answer to the
reader*

Their WaiMngton eorrespondmt wrote*

.I met a respectable old, gentleman from the Horthwest* He said
he had known Abe idncoln for maWQT ysafis,' and considered him a bona*
fide fanatic^ and had heard hteMswe*
room
at .the'hotel, talit of •sM*ci$r-.&$‘a crime' of
that 'dm '
talking on'the subject hewould become very excited, somuch so that
he eeul&nqt temp M e seat, but would walk up and down mthgreatagi^
tation* This is-- the key to Mhcoln*s nominationi he is' an earnest
man, and thought to have some pluck, with the additional advantage of
having not a salient public record* fhe-: great question' which M U
soon .fie■'placed before -the 'Booth, 14'whether they will auhmib .to the •■
■'faction Cf Abe t&amSn*- *•V .•'If w ' o f f M -South aMdebe*mdmed not

to ei&Mtp

comes op how M M you best p r ^ r e for resistance^

fhiir is the-point 'to M i C h pufciic M iem t & M should he 'directed#^ fhe beMoniogs of a basis- of comparison between t he editorial
opiMemr of t M ifMeury and.

towards 'Mmcoia. began to Merge al»

most iipmdiately#'v&ftep tMmtywei§ht years of cMiiiiubms tqyal"support■
towards the Mfreme M a t e rights and' secessionist policies bf 'E* B* itebt,
ohd 'after successfully Marupting the regular B mm m&MMCharleston it w M appaiwt.as

im

as''dune .that the Mercuty hoped for a

vsMMhle' aMl^lavei^'demon'M the Eej m b M o M '^andidM^^:a fsns&tio abe*
Mtdmhimb whose elocMcm could fie'made the Mcafiion, ’hot the cause, for
the secession it so f<m*wentiy_hoped would tsise places■ in the’emotional
language of revolutionaiy patriotism, the- Mercury Munched am attach the
'main features 'of' which were twofMdt

first, be elmarjy SStatMsi*

'coin1# -connection with Abolitionism (they would make him an Aboiiiionisi

if he 'Were mot already one), ■'carefully spelling out in. lurid detail the
dangers to the South his 'election would initiate| Mai, eeCohd, 'to show

’the Mi;Med'and uncouth-Maractir of ■his humbM 'fr«Mier' origins inti*
62Courier, Juno 20, i860*

mating that in such hand© the implementation of Abolitionism would be
even more fanatic, more dangerous*

One almost feel© that Lincoln1s

obscurity and humble origin© were unexpected gifts which the Mercury1a
editor© gratefully accepted as an additional prop for their secession
t-

♦

?

drama.
Neither possessing the secessionist libation of 'the Mercury nor
yet convinced that Lincoln1© election would sound the;death.knell of the
Union, the Courier approached Lincoln as a .candidate for the Presidency
who must be defeated.

They, showed tShedr; greater interest .in Lincoln

personally, by sending, a correspondent to Illinois to evaluate the -can***
didate and the puls e and tone- of the .Midwest* They obviously regarded
him more seriously .in light of the Pemocrati© split and .as- a result
treated- him. with less scorn and ridicule than the Mercury.

It often

seemed, a© if the ©corn, and abuse they did .throw hi© way were a© .an
afterthought*
Actually neither newspaper devoted much editorial effort to tdn»
coin* When one considers that well over 9C$ of the coverage on Lincoln
in both the Mercury and- the Courier from May 16 to dune 31 has been
cited above it is easier to appreciate that neither newspaper was par
ticularly interested in Lincoln personally.

hO

chapter

in

the presidential campaign through august i860
The historian who could only consult the Charleston press for his
account of the Presidential Campaign of i860 would end up with an even
more distorted view of that campaign than If he could at least consult
representative sections of the Southern press# Little? if any* mention
ttf&s.made In either the Mercury or.the Courier of those issues besides slav
ery and secession which* according to Fite* made the campaign "remarkable
for its length and- the unusual division of public sentiment#**^ The charge
of corruption which the Republicans successfully brought against, the Bu
chanan administration and the ensuing mud of partisan politics was scarcely
reflected in the Charleston press#

The mutual charges of political aggres

sion each party brought.against the other* intending to show the other em
braced entirely new principles.unsanctioned by precedent in the history of
their respective parties* was mentioned in the Charleston press only inso
far as Southern Democrats sought to establish the unconstitutionality of
the anti-slavery portions of the Republican platform and its Abolitionist
wing.

The policy of national expansion to which the Democrats.seemed to

be committing the country received a small bit of favorable attention
which most historians have interpreted as originating from the Southern
hope of new slave territory*

In the main* however* the Charleston press

%ite* c£# cit.j p. 132.

devoted its entire editorial effort to those particular sectional issues
with which it was locally and intimately concerned#

During the first

half of the campaign there were* primarily* two such issues#
The first* chronologically* dealt with the perplexing results of
the various. Democratic conventions#.

Both the Mercury and the Courier

bitterly discussed at great length questions such as whether or not the
bolters at the Charleston convention broke up that convention intentionally (Courier)I justifications for breaking up that convention (Mercury);
should their constituents send the bolters back to the Baltimore Conven
tion (Courier); could any Motional Democratic Party adequately guarantee
Southern rights (Mercury)# and should the Richmond Convention delegates
be sent to the Baltimore Convention* etc*
The second issue* and the foremost in point of view of importance
and volume of editorial comment* dealt with secession*

Though the Mer

cury was the mouthpiece for secession in the State# it still had to con
vince: many readers that Lincoln1s election in itself provided a satisfac
tory cause for separate State action#

The Courier*s moderate and conserv

ative views towards secession gradually changed during the summer of i860
as secession sentiment gripped more and more of the State*

The Courier* s

politics included in its folds not only Unionists: and cooperationists*
but that group in every election who seem indifferent to the issues but
afraid of the consequences of any radical change*1 Therafore* its clear
shift towards disunion reflected the growing unanimity of feeling in the
State that* as Cauthea wrote* 11the election of a .Republican President was
an eventuality which even those who sincerely loved the Union regarded as

k2
dangerously imperilling the safety of the South* **? Underneath every
discussion -of secession, of course, lay the defense of the institution
of slavery*
it lesser issue, yet still one which easily captured more editor-* .
ial space in both newspapers than that ■given to Lincoln concerned the
repudiation of Stephen I* Douglas*
was bitter and complete*

fhe Mercury*s opposition to Douglas

If it could not have its candidate, Breckinridge,

it actually preferred Lincoln,

Both the Mercury and the Courier distrusted

Douglas* doctrine of popular sovereignty! and abhored the low. and'vulgar
tastes they were convinced he possessed*

In July the Courier expressed a

moderate version of the feelings both newspapers harbored for Douglas when
it wrote that- "his political bankruptcy furnishes to trading politicians
a salutary warning of the certain disappointment which awaits their wild
and extravagant speculations.^

It described M s squatter sovereignty

as a composition of ^pretended -love for the people and mock devotion to
the Union*

By July 16, the Oourler flatly stated that he would not

carry a single State in the November election*^
IS the smoke from the various Presidential conventions began to
settle and the South prepared itself for the long campaign, the Courier
sensed almost immediately that Douglas would not capitulate to Breckinridge
■and that the resulting split would ruin Democratic chances in November*
%authen#.op* cit*, p* 25>*
^Courier,: July 16,, i860*
klbid,, July 11, i860,
July 16, i860*
Missouri and'New Jersey*

Douglas actually carried two States*

k3
It bitterly stated that their lead was as much personal as'..political;,, that
in their contest with each other they seemed indifferent to the success
of their common adversary, and in fact, would probably phefer the elec-

|

t

tion of Lincoln to the other*

It thought that if Bemocrlits could only

unite in Pennsylvania or New fork they could defeat Lincoln but that the
Democratic split would not permit it to be carried out#

Despite the

realities of the situation, the Courier optimistically predicted Breekinridge would win the election with lf>2 electoral votes, precisely the num
ber required for a choice* Its prediction was based, upon its hope that
*Hdth the future of the Union in balance no State will throw its vote away
on Bell and Everett,” and that most of Douglas* support would break up
6
between Breckinridge and Lincoln*
Wien the citizens of the Charleston Congressional District met to
approve and.ratify the action of the South Carolina delegation at Richmond,
the Courier mentioned some of the reactions to Lincoln and his party*
Colonel. Carew> an alternate at Richmond, stated that, -,rthe pirate flag
of the Black Republicans, inscribed with the names of Lincoln and Ham
lin, has been thrown ftauntingly to the wind*

The old Whig party, under

a new cognomen * * * has hung out the old Consolidation flag, tricked out
with new adornments*”? General W, E* Martin, a delegate' at Richmond,
said that he felt Breckinridge stood as good a chance as anyone for the
Presidency, and referring to the election landing in the House, that,
”honest old soldier Lane has as good a chance as a certain man now indi% b i d «* June 28-30, i860*
?Ibid*3 July 11, i860*

Uli
Gated from Illinois, and whose only qualifications , as far; as I have
been able to learn, is that he is a Black Republican, who wishes to. revolutioniae the South.lo ok ing ahead to November, Congressman and seces
sionist W, Porcher Miles, felt that if Lincoln and M s , "irrepressible
conflict and higher ■law, Constitution ignoring party41 were .elected, -South
Carolina should secede,^
B« B. Ehett, also a delegate at Richmond, addressed the ratifica
tion meeting at some length.

His remarks, cited in their entirety in the

Couriers are particularly valuable.since the duly issues of the Mercury.
were not available to the writer and his remarks would certainly have
appeared there too. Ehettfs persuasive eloquence captured much of the
tone and style of the Mercury* s editorial columns5 columns which Dwight
Diamond called brilliant#^® Ehett saidf
If the Black Republicans succeed in electing Lincoln and Hamlin,
who openly advocate that slavery be abolished throughout the whole
world, then we have to look to ourselves* Hamlin is what we call a
mulatto* He has black blood in him, and let me tell you that it is
his nomination that has a remarkable peculiarity* * # » they design
to place over the South a man who has Negro blood in his veins* *
They put a renegade .-Southerner on one side for President, for Lin
coln is a native Kentuckian, and they put a man of colored blood on
the other side of the ticket*
I do not say what I may do in the event of a Black Republican
being elected* You may think and enter upon resolves* The diffi
culty is, if you were to make up your minds to that alternative,
they would ,not believe you— they would believe that you were merely
talking* ' These men have no more idea that the Union is in danger •
than any other heresay*,. They have no confidence in your courage,
decision and regard for Liberty*. They believe that you will submit
to their aggressions as ignoble slaves, and they today go on with
their aggressions #. * ♦ step by step, until they finally lift the
mighty wave of abolition and ruin* * * * And how will you meet it?

8Ibld»
9Ibid., July 1?» i860.
IpDumond, op. cit., p. viii.

let us unite with the banner floating over us inscribed thereon,
Equality 0f the South In The Union Or independence Out Of It11** . . .
Will you allow a sectional fanatic party, whose creed is hatred to
the South, the only cement'of its heterogenious m s s is hostility
to slave holders, rule you, • * * If so forget fort ftoultrie, for*
get Butaw, for their memory m i l be only a burning weight in your
hearts, and will cause the mantle of shame to fsicl the cheek of
your children*13’
'
fh© persistent hop© that some sort of fusion amongst the Democrats
could be achieved in order to defeat Lincoln was reflected in the Courier’s
editorials throughout the campaign#

In duly it mentioned a proposal by

Mayor Fernando Wood of Hew fork City to let each Democratic candidate run.
singly where he had the most strength so that in a State where a Democratic
majority existed that State would not split out to Lincoln*

For example,

Breckinridge would stay out of Hew fork thus giving the State to Douglas,
thereby denying Lincoln Hew fork* a thirty~five electoral votes*

The

Courier countered with a simillar scheme but one which would not require
Breckinridge to stay out of any State*

Its Idea was that only on© Demo-'

oratic electoral ticket be r m in each of the doubtful States*

Electoral

candidates would go in unpledged and pledge their votes to the Democratic
candidate with the largest majority;3'
2
The CourierVs contributions '.early in the campaign to a “personal
portrait” of Lincoln seemed to be with a more scurrilous brush than that
which they had used during the conventions.

Under a heading, “Lincoln

And Hamlin— Par Hobile Fraturn,” appeared the following lines*
Is there not some chosen curse—
Some hidden, thunder in the stores- of Heaven,
led with uncommon wrath, to blast the wretch
Who owes his greatness to his country’s ruin*3^
Tlcourier* duly
T-Xbid.j July
^ibid.

11, i860*.

16,

i860*

Again, in an article on South Carolina

sentiment, and'after
■ o

*.

v

noting with surprise that more South Carolinians objected to Bell from
Tennessee than Everett from Massachusetts, Bell’s Vice-Presidential candi■
date, the Courier haughtily asked?'
,

.

.

.

\

But who is the ad captandum Abe Lincoln? Is the wreck of the
Old Whig party and the u^ipe^ruit of the Republican party, who
have recently adopted this nominas umbra, still obliged to resort
to the dirty trick'of singing songs'and''calling, bawdy names, for
the sake of so-called expediency, and that, too, for the purpose of
elevating a gentleman to the most noble of all the offices of power
and trust* The word Abe is most extensively sneered at by the
common-sense people of the South, and they often express themselves
to the effect that a well-bred geritieman would not allow himself to
be trifled with by a false cognomen*1^
The Courier’s Ghibago correspondent wrote that in the portion of
the State through which he had traveled Lincoln was still much the ragef
that, his “so-called honesty of purpose has become proverbial, and, being
less known, has a greater negative popularity than Douglas* * * * Every
anecdote of his life, when he was more obscure than now is heralded through
the papers, and his friends claim for him the distinction of being a repre
sentative man of the Northwest.” The correspondent felt that Lincoln’s
popularity was greatly enhanced by his devoted support of Henry Olay when
he was a Wbig*1^
A theme which was to crop up again and again throughout the cam
paign concerned whether Southerners should or would hold offices the
commission for which originated from Presidential patronage*

Captain B* H*

Rutledge, chairman of resolutions at the Charleston ratification meeting
noted above,- was the first to mention this situation in the Courier* Refer
ring to Lincoln* a election as “the last insult which could be offered to a
3-kibid.. July lli, i860.

iSlbid., July 10, i860.

free people,” Rutledge stated, “no Southern man should consent to hold
office under a commission signed by an Abolition President, and it will be
for the people of the South to say whether any northern man shall be per
mitted to enter the State lines with such interests*”1^ Its Baltimore,
correspondent wrote that Northerners felt that hundreds could be found in
every Southern State to accept office under the Administration of Black
Republicanism to keep the wheels of government in motion, but that he,
“could not conceive of the allurements of office to be so entrancing as
to cause persons entitled to honor and respect, to debase themselves*”
With this refusal of chlvalric Southerners to serve Abolitionism, the
correspondent concluded, would be born the evidences of trouble*1^
Towards the end of duly, the Courier first mentioned Lincoln in
connection with the principal issue.of the campaign— the abolition of
slavery*. Citing from a personal letter from New fork City the controversy
between North and South was described, in all its practical bearings, as
merely, “how is Negro slavery to be dealt with*” The letter stated that
the difference between the Republican and Democratic platforms, “like every
political question of the times, derives all its significance from the Sub
ject of Negro slavery*”3*^ The Mercury* citing from the Democratic New fork
Herald stated that, “the origin of the quarrel is in the social theories
spread in the North to the prejudice of the South”3 that slavery was origin
ally recognised and sanctioned in the North but was abolished, “not from
any moral or religious scruples, but simply and solely because it did not
l6Ibld., July XI, i860.
-*-7lbid., August 1, i860.
i8Ibid., July.2li, i860.-

m
pay*"

The writer concluded that to abolish slavery in the South was to

abolish the South.^
■faith a fierce singlemndedness of purpose the Mercury endeavored' to
connect Lincoln with Abolitionism*

Under the heading of "The True Issue,"

the Mercury found Xincoln#s House Divided speech in the Chicago Democrat as
the issue to be met by the South*

It cited portions of that speech as -

fOlloWSI
X believe this government cannot endure permanently half slave and .
half"free»Tri"1'do not expect' the 'UmorTtcTbe dissolved***! do'."sot expect
the**house to fall— bui I do expect it will cease to be divided* ft will
become all one, thing or all the other*. Either’the opponents of slavery '
will''arrestTSe further spread of it, and place it where the public •
mind shall rest in the belief that it is in the course of ultimate
egj^nctiQh*:~'<)5rwils advocates 'Will''push'it f oSSSrii' till it shall become
alike lawful in all the States, old as well as new— North as well as
South*
ABRAHAll LIBCQUJ20
Then the Mercury took 'the article .apart* First, it said it m s
a sneaky abolitionist trick for the Chicago Democrat to state it had no
further object in view than the exclusion of slavery in the territories
when the real object evidenced by Lincoln1s statement was the complete
overthrow of slavery*

Then!

As to "advocates of slavery" pushing "forward until it shall be*
come alike lawful in all the States* . .
Mr* Lincoln knew, when
he uttered these words, that they contained a false imputation against
the people of the South* They have never attempted to thrust slavery
upon the North3 and if they did attempt it# he knows that the attempt
would be as futile as it would be absurd* He has thrust in this idea
of aggressiveness on the part of the South, to give some color of
justification to his aggressiveness on the part of the North* His
position, stripped of his fictitious antithesis,'is simply this--the
Government of the United States must be made a Government of a people,
entirely homogeneous in their institutions— they must be all free, and
slavery must be abolished* "The opponents of slavery" in the United
^%ercurya July 30, i860*
2°Ibid,, August h, i860.
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States must do two things to accomplish this policy— !. They must
"arrest the further spread of it1*) and 2. "Place it where the public
Bdnd shall rest in the belief that it is in the course of ultimate
extinction*""'""Mow mark* these two things are'"riot to "be done'by"slave*holders'or the slaveholding States* They are to be done by "the
opponents of slavery#11 They are to "arrest" it— they are to "place1
1
it* The first branch of their poHcy’T i ^ ”to arrest the further
spread of slavery*." This* ■we suppose* refers to our Territories.
Slavery is to enter no more, into any of the Territories of the United
States and there are to be so more Slave States admitted into the
Union* The second branch of their policy— is the emancipation of cue
slaves* « * Tlhere is to be no "rest" in the public mind of the North*
until Mr* Lincoln and his kindred Abolitionists shall bring about this
"crisis.
**1 and place slavery "in the course of ultimate extinction."
Now* we. submit "it"to the candor of any man who has a particle of hones*
ty in .him— does not the language of Mr* Lincoln -distinctly declare the
policy of abolishing slavery in the Southern States? And as he is the
candidate of the Black Republican party for the Presidency of the Uni**
ted States— is not the question of the emancipation of the slaves of
the South* distinctly put at issue* in the Presidential election? The
man who denies it, it appears to us* must be either a fool or a knave#
The Ohicago Times* understood to be the home organ of Lincoln— certain
ly printed at .his door— makes no affection of concealment as to the
purposes of the Black Republican Party*. In its last issue it speaks
as followst
"The only thing that can prevent a' complete and bloody slave insure
reetion throughout the Southern States*, is the preservation of the Union*
If the Union be preserved, and if the federal Government be administered
for a few years by Republican Presidents, a scheme may be devised and
carried out which will result In the peaceful, honorable and"ejStabte.
emancipation of all the slavesT^ The States must be made all free. * * *
?h~work mrbtTZZffZf m r z n d ^ i ^ ^ b g r r t i s u i r i n r i i i r i e
done."^4*
By the beginning of August the Pourier conceded that unless the
anti-Republicans in New fork, New Jersey, and-Pennsylvania could- unite*
Lincoln would be elected*

No matter how they wrestled with various

coalition or fusion schemes the uncompromising character of the fight be
tween Democratic candidates portended ominous results at the polls in Nov<«•

ember, forcing the -Courier to come to grips with the question the Mercury
had answered long agot fthat shall the South do if Lincoln is elected?
Cautious comments which referred to "the consequences of Lincoln1s election,"
£llbid*, August 6, i860*.

5o
or "measures for the emergency*"^ were the prelude to the Courier1s shift
from Unionism to cooperationism, and the first indications of the clear and
rapid swing of conservative elements throughout the State towards disunion*
hate in duly Barnes L. Orr* respected Unionist* and organiser and ,
leader of the conservatives of the States wrote the Courier to decline its
call for him to become a candidate for the State legislature from the
Charleston District and used the opportunity to make his first public testimenial for cooperative secession*

He said in his letter* published in the

Courier and Mercury on August It* that though he would vote for Breckinridge*
Lincoln and Hamlin would be elected and the South would then have to decide
the great question whether or not they would submit to "the domination of,
Black Republican rule*" when their fundamental principle was "open* undis
guised and declared war on our social institutions*"

Orr concluded that

"the honor and safety" of the South required the prompt secession of the
slaveholding States* but that he emphatically repudiated separate state
action*^ A correspondent of the Mercury wrote that he thought Orr*s,pub
lic statements asserted the conviction of the Southern people more impres
sively than those of any other public man*^
On August

8 the

Courier published a letter from another influential

South Carolina conservative* W* W* Boyce* who thought Lincoln* % northern
Abolitionist*1
1would endeavor to humble the South in the course of establish
ing his "new order **1 Boyce wrote t
If Lincoln be elected* I think the Southern States should withdraw
from the Union; all* if not all, then as many as will* and if no other*
^Courier, August 3* I860*
^ C ourier and Mercury, August k9 i860*
£%ercury, August

8* i860*
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South Carolina alone* in the promptest and most direct means. * . *
The vital principle of this party is Negro equality, the only log!-*
cal finale of which is emancipation* To-,see this it is only neees**
aary to look at their platfom, .. * * which says ”we hold that all
men are created equal, that they are endowed by their creator with
certain inalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty,1
1 etc$
and this on the motion of Mr. Giddings. This is intended to include
Negroes**^
In a carefully reasoned article Boyce stated that for the Somth to consentto its domination by the Republican Party was death.

He did not antici**

pate startling measures of aggression, for Republican leaders, he said,
were ’’men of too much sagacity to be driven ahead of their program,’* and
that program was, ’’too obviously a m s e moderation#1
1

Gauthen, measuring

the effect of the letters from Orr and Boyce, referred to a letter from
the South.Carolina war' Governor, Andrew G. Magrath, written from Fort Pulaski
prison in 1865, in the interest of his release, to the effect that when Orr
and Boyce announced their position, ’’there came to be but one purpose every*
where,” going with the State or opposing it.2^ .
While the Courier and most of the State were slowly convincing
themselves that secession was necessary to the preservation of Southern
interests the Mercury was engaged in far more advanced secessionist.activi
ties* Much of the conservative feeling in the State in August, though
clearly swinging towards secession, thought its actual implementation should
await some ’’overt hostile act” on the part of lincoln or his administration.
The Mercury, however, .thought Lineoln’s election, would in itself be the
overt act and that upon his election the South should take immediate steps
^ Courier. August
Mercury, August 9, i860.,

8,

i860.

g6Ibid.

g7Cauthon, °P« cit., P»
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Boyce’s letter also appeared in the

£2
to dissolve the Union*

28

In what seems to be a sophisticated bit of

reasoning, and obviously directed at gaining conservative support, the
Mercury also took the position that Vits^ particular brand of disunionism
was really unionism*

For example* R* B* Ehett stated that'over the years

he had striven three times to get the State to resist, "not to destroy the
Union, not to break up the Government, but because I believe It would save*
support, and make it worthy of our admiration and love, and thus transmit
it down to our latest posterity*1* Ehett remarked that while others said
to yield for the sake of the Union, he said resist for the sake of the
Union

Ehett* s position seemed to be that disunion sentiment would purify

and* therefore, strengthen the Union!
In an article in the Mercury entitled, f*The Presidential Election
and Union^Savers,ff the Rhetts1 actual position was spelled out with more
clarity*

1* The Presidential election turns upon a single fact* If the
Northern people believe that the Southern people will dissolve their
connection with them, should the Black Republican party succeed in
electing Lincoln to the Pregldency~~Lineoln will be defeated* Should
they, on. the contrary believe, that
people wiSl submit
to Black Republican domination by the election of Lincoln to the
Presidency— Mncoln trill be elected*
f f i e ’S
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Point by point the article then reasoned as follows: second, since Union
against Lincoln was the only thing which would convince the North, "everything, therefore, which tends to disunite the South, aids the election of
Lincoln.” Third, the only party in the South standing simply on the sec
tional rights of the South was that which supported Breckinridge which in
turn had the immense majority of Southern people*
^%ercury, August 1, i860*
^Courier* duly 11, i860*

Fourth, those opposing
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that party in effect satisfied Northerners that Southerners would submit
to Lincoln* s domination*

*fThey, therefore, powerfully aid his election

in the North*1* Fifth* Union-savers showed a greater regard for the Union
than for Southern rights#

Sixth, since Black Republicans believed the

Union was stronger than slavery by the South, movements tending to verify
that, efficiently cooperated with, the North*

Seventh, and finally, ;ttIf

the above positions be true, then the Union-savers in the South and the
Black Eepublicans are one in their polioyj which is, to subject the people
of the South to Black RepubHean domination, by the election of Lincoln
to the Presidency*1^®
One of the Mercury1s tactics in their unremitting effort to per-*
suade the State to secede if Lincoln were elected, was to reprint articles
from Northern newspapers which evinced scorn or skepticism of Southern
determination to do so*

The greater the ridicule and contempt in the North

ern press towards the threat of secession the more likely the Mercury was
to pass the article on to its readers*

For example, it cited from Henry

J* Hayraond*s Republican New fork times thatf
they are led into these ridiculous demonstrations simply by taking
the Northerners for fools* There is not a man of them who would
not turn pale as a ghost, if he were well assured that next Novem
ber, Mason, and Dixon*s line would become the dividing line between
a Northern and Southern Republic.
In the same issue it quoted with obvious relish the remark from Horace
Greeley* s New Xork Tribune, often quoted since, that nthe South could no
more unite on a -scheme of secession, than a company of lunatics could
conspire to break out of bedlam.^
3%ercury, August L, i860*
31lbid*3 August 3, i860*

5U
The Mercury* s campaign portrait of Lincoln began with the obser*
ration that he was at home, attending to the reading of letters which,
«he has neither the time nor inclination to answer* « * # He is astonished
to read of the great number of men to whom he is indebted for the position
he now occupies*

the ’original Lincoln .man’ is ubiquitiouss he Hires in

every Northern State and has near relatives over the border*"-^

Later in

a thorough article on Lincoln’s silence the Mercury wrote that, "Lincoln
complains of his correspondence, and between the conservatives and radi*
c&ls he has a very pleasant time*

The Illinoisan is wary, and cannot be

seduced into any extravagances of pen and ink*1
1 Then the Mercury printed
a letter from Lincoln’s friend John

0* Nicolay,

written on June

8, i860,

to someone inquiring of Lincoln’s views on the slavery issue;
four letter to Hon*. A* Lincoln of May,. 28, and by which you seek _.■
to obtain his opinion on certain political points has been received*‘
He has received others of a similar character, but also a greater
number of the exactly opposite character* The latter class beseech
him to write nothing whatever upon any point of political doctrine*
They say his positions were well known when he was nominated, and
that he must not now embarrass the canvas by undertaking to shift or
modify them*. He regrets that he cannot-oblige all, but you perceive
that it is impossible for him to do so*33
The Mercury1
’s treatment of Lincoln despite such a tempered arti«
cle as above, remained essentially that of establishing his connection
with anti^slavery and extreme abolitionism*. Often its tone, was petty, as
when it noted that Kepnblicans were calling Lincoln and Hamlin the "White
Man’s Ticket,1
1 and remarked that, "as the ticket of Lincoln and Hamlin is
based upon* • • • the elevation of the black man to an equality with the
white, that should be called emphatically the black man’s ticket*?3& Other
^Ibid*, August 2, i860*
33lbid*, August 2lt, i860*
3^1bid*s August k$ i860*
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times its ton© was eeriotae, but always the point was the- same* It con
tinually identified him with John Brown and called his party "the Brown~
Helper parly*"

It included him with "such ^creatures" as Wilson, Bur*

lirgame, Oreeley, Webb, Sumner and Corwin and said of them, all, that they
were- "brutal fanatics,* who p m $ m Sod in their pelitAes^wba formerly
burned witches-, and- murdered the poor Arcadians-^and who m m honor John
Brown as a martyr, and send out strychnine
Texas to murder their masters•,l^

and

revolvers to the slaves Of

And, it. scoffed as It cited a New fork

Herald, correspondent who- 'talked to Idncoln and reported that Lincoln did
not feel that slavery, met with the universal sanction of 'the Southern
people, and that- while many Southerners were obliged to sustain slavery
they "secretly abhorred the institution*"^^

Both newspapers continued to heap scorn upon Lincoln’s humble erl~
gins and obscurity as the campaign progressed* The icurlar wrote that for
one whose reputation, was based upon rail^splitbing Lincoln did not even
know how to split rails properlyi^? that "Lincoln m m in their wigwams
amuse themselves in splitting rails" $ and, referred with scorn to- a new
order instituted ty his followers identified by the Initials- "f* E* S*"— .
fellow Bail Splitters*^ further,- Mice the pot were calling the kettle
black, the @mp3Lm. wot© that;
. knowing .full well that Abe Lincoln is not fit for the Presidency,
some of the blackest of his admirers'and servile supporters, are en~
deairoring to decade the Presidency- to his level,-' by personal abuse
35lbid., September 1, i860.
3<%bld„ August 2?, 1860.
3?Courler. July 30, i860.
3%b±d., August 13, i860.
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and ridicule of President Buchanan^everal Black Bepublie&ns sheets
never mention the President but 'In oormection with epithets and
Hsiang” •which 'are disgraceful■to the'p r e s s .32 '
■J
■'
•■ ■ •
Mercury told its readers that-'both lincolnts brother^in^Xaw and a
.cousin were ghtw^Isg IlMnois for Ilougtag# and 'cited-from the- :
Hew 'tbrk
Mercury wan amusing' life of Lincoln,1* the -main points of wh|Oii were- his
obscurity and -sudden .rise to prominence* A short example from this ^life**
suffices to' establish the art±cie%-ions* -

v *■ When he.was '.about' ten years old Boston1suddenly became the hub of
the tWverse# and required so- much greasing that «msody people were
:,obliged to move away* ihe Idncolhs went to Illinois, -where Abraham
became the ablest lawyer in the State'in less than a week, -and leaned
to chew..tobacco.#®
;:
’
'
■ :
. ■Although 'the' ffourier*s shift -from ■Unionism to eooperationlsm in
August, was marked enough to be identified m a distinct ediiJorial change
it "was neither-as- sudden nor' as consistent as some historians have indi* gated*

Either in the name ofobjeeilvihy -or .simply■because they, were not

■Convinced of the ultimate benefits of any kind of secession, the dourier
continued to press for Idncolnfs defeat through Bemocratie unity .and'gave
a fair voice to the arguments ■of South Carolina Unionists in their paper,
back to baokj as it were,- with

secession ■'sentimeiit*■ It'editor!-*

olised less as secession sentiment increased and took most of’its sig
nificant articles on secession from other papers, both Horth and South,
or- letters fcom prominent citizens*
forth-'between secession and Unionism*

It was obTiously wavering back 'and
It introduced the letters frem-Orr

■and' Boyce cited' above, with sentiments such as that-'taken ..from the- Uheraw
Gazette that# wohee let a -Black' Eepublican Administration get possession
39xbid.

kC&ercury, August 16,k I860.

of the parse and the sword* and it will he a difficult Job to wrest it
from them* Better far to present than to remedy the evil*9^

then as

a prelude to a Shift back to Unionism* the Courier cited from the New
York Courier apd Inquirer a most unusual conversation* if true* between
an anorymous* wealthy sl&veholding Southerner and a group of diaunionists
in which the slaveholder argued against disunion, insisting that while
Mncolnfs election would necessarily prevent the extension of slavery in
to the territories* lincoln would aerupulously stand by all the Consti
tutional rights of the. slave States* .and furthers
exercise a moral influence at the'North*, favorable to a faithful ex
ecution of the Fugitive Slave law* and adverse to the interference
.of' a handful of troubles oneabolitionists* whose incendiary conduct
was disgusting BepubHcans at the same time that scheming democratic
leaders privately encouraged their "interference with the South in
order to foster slavery excitement*^
Finally* on August 20 * the Courier printed a long letter from the
respected South O a r o H m Unionist* B* P. ferry*: which was a careful rea
soned plea against- disunion* solely if Lincoln were -elected*

Ferry pre

dicted that Uncoln would be a minority President* elected by only' onethird of the voters*.- and that therefore*, his administration would be too
weak for him to overcome hostile Senate .and House majorities* in turn
forcing him to pursue a cautious*' politic and wise course towards the
South*^ As an example of its vacillation* the Courier not only gave
Perry1® letter warm editorial support but in the same issue*, took the
-opposite view* arguing that in the event of Lincoln1s election it would
^^Courier* August 10 * i860 -.
August 18, i860,
k^Ibid,, August 20, i860.

favpr a convention of Southern. States* wto Resent to the North the al
ternatives of anew and satisfactory understanding of our-political com
pact, or a .dissolution of the Union.

We prefer the alternativeof die*

anion, however- sad,, to aif farther submission to northern aggression**1^
then* two days ^ter#,. She Courier printed, a summary of Perry1© -letter: ■
taken from the Columbia South Oarollnlan stressing the, point that Lin
coln1s election 'would not endanger the Institutions of the-South to the
point the last

Msvm&m w m

., to the .campaign developed,,,,-the'•
Mercury continued to- define ItoCoin1© anM-slaVery views in increasingly extreme tones, and pressed for
disunion as the only honorable and safe remedy to his ©lection.

Hoting

that the Chicago Bemecrst* -#repri.iste Mr# Sumner*©'vile abolition.
■Speech «: • • tand declares with ■a. flourish.of.,trumpets- .that it contains
the true doctrine*1* the;Mercury stressed that the Bemoerat was ldmotofe
home.'m$mt'.and. thatik.^to p w t r s t o the. louth'to the .♦■true. doottdns*1 To
drive Southern men*to die like poisoned rats in their holes*
■«true, doctrine •*
is the.

is their'

To expel Southern m e n ffrt>m ail seats-of national power1

do#trihe»f^ ^

A we<it later ..the iercury took a long article :

f r o m ,the l e v fork Hegali.titled, ^ B i n c o W s Election-. I n The South«-The.
Disunion Question,fl containing a s y ^ a b h e t i © .development .of the dilema
i n which the .South,found itself . $ § m m AfiSfO# as ■a .result -of;t h e i r .politi
c a l idnoriiy .in the. Senate# .The,article argued that the question of •■

union or disunion must- be settled with I4oeolars election became acquit
1

.

fh© Heronry* which rarely cited' the Courier* did*pick up
and pass on to its readers this remark. “
‘
^Courier, August 22,, i860*
U August 8* i860*

esence by the South would result in such an aecwiimlation of northern
anti^sXayery strength in every department of the Government m
subsequent secession movements ^foolish and. impotent***
added?

to render

The Herald
'v

The «dj|>X@ truth is, that in suhaitting to Lincoln's election,
the Boxxth Must be content to prepare deliberately for 'the abolition
of slavery from Delaware to- Texas* This is exactly what this thing
1 naans* The w i H and the power will be given* with ldncolnls alec*
tion, to a party founded upon this tone' idea,*1 and pledged- to this
workj and they will do it* Hence it is, 'perhaps, that we find tide
,apparent.--^nei^:ii^ffermce i n ;the •:$onbh:iO:;their ,pm tid$©tof
Bre<Mnridge and. lane^Sonbhem'men'like -Hi*.*. # r give it up, and are
oasting about what to do, not -.to..defeat, but .to- tmfa-,8b> ,IincoIn*s
stobtloii#1*

A more definitive basis of comparison between the Hereury and the
Courier and. their treatment of linooln .and his anti^slavejy views may be
found in their‘separate reactions to Seward1a first campaign speech, for
lincoln and Hamlin to'Beaton* The fowrlep regretted that to that speech
Seward shifted the onus of the irrepressible conflict doctrine to lincoto
and wrote that Seward ttconfounded some of themore prudent of the Black
Eepublicans by proclaiming the doctrine of the *irrepressible -conflict*as the basis of the polioy, of'lto^to#s '

Botiisg that

Seward himself avoided that doctrine' 'the'year before while seeking the
nomination for himself, ■the Courier continued that losing' that nomi**'
nation, *'he throws the burden of the original doctrine upon Lincoln* * * •
Cut of'sheer malice, he holds' M s party to the extreme.' doctrines of'the
Ultra Aboli%to^.sts#^ The Hereury avoided editorial' c^saent. on B & m rd*s
speech and simply' quoted, with appropriate es^hasis, the most ‘-radical
portions?

‘

W S 3S » * A u g u s t is* as 6 o.
^Courier. August 20, i860.
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What a commentary upm the wisdom of man is given in this .single
fact, that fifteen years only* after the death of dohn Quincy Adams*
the people • • « who hurled fea'from power * * * are
the
head of the nation* to "'SSTtrlS y seat
he was 'ex^uted*
Abraham Mi^ln |SthusSSli.o cheers) whose claim to that'seat is
tl^ ’he cSigeSes'the'
■obligation of that"lifelSr'
'
law (appXausel which
the Sage of Quincy proclaimed* and .tISyihe avows '
for himself* for ,
weal or wo* fear''life"or deatfi* a splicer'on the'gSis of'WeSom* in.
the irreoresslhle11conflict between.freedom:'aST 'dfm<kr&* * * *."'f.
tell you'fellow citjS^y^
r'
'
comes the end of the
nswerof slavexylln'the "tJmted' 'MSbm*®?* * ^
■
:*wwpi*'- .n y ii n

r

j

******

ir t m+tj * * * .

• MiiMrin ^ y i n

.i/m ib

.11iijmi.iffh'imm******

AS the campaign reached itfs midpoint the Courier was still al~
termting between hope for some sort of democratic unity through which
Ume&n*®

defeat could he effected and pessimism that fusion schemes

could not heal the democratic split* For example, its 'Washington corves**
pendent wrote that fusion had been abandoned in Pennsylvania and that
«*■

“between the Bouglas and Breckinridge men, exists nowhere*” The writer
'felt that the fusion between Bouglasites and BedLl men.'In Hew fork was
likely but that it.would not be enough to. move the State from' Idncoln*^
The same correspondent eight days later excitedly wrote that the Brechin*
ridge, Douglas, and Bell supporters- in Hew'fork had at last agreed to co<-*
operate and that arrangements for the union wouldbe made- in another week.*
Be said, .in a wave, of optimism,. ttfou can rely on this as certain* Thus the
last nail, is driven, into the political, coffin of Abraham I&ncoin*”^

As

if they were only waiting; for a-UCh a hopeful note* the Courier the liext
day* August 29, ran another unionist article by B. F* Persy giving it a
editorial •^dorsement which «*"!■ *but

[ W ] . * ^

* * aPpre-

hend any danger from Idncoln’s administration* Bead the following words
„..i.i..,

u tm

^ % E 2H 2> August 20, 3.860.
*

ffQCouiier* August

>

20 *

i860*

S^lMd*, August 28, i860*

. .

and remember they come from South Carolina*”

In the same Issue the Pour*

ier wrote that the indications of the great reaction and reunion in Hew
fork against the ”fanaticism and suicidal folly -of hincolnism are of deep
significance*”' Continuing, with an article from the sympathetic Hew fork
Herald* Nnlon hopes were fed more fuel with the statement that' the up#
rising of 'the national comservative men to.put down Lincoln* "goes bravely
on* and from every side we .receive cheering evidence that the great, masses
of the people are opposed to all sectional doctrine-in whatever shape or
from whatever quarter it may cone* * * * [and] -'Who in November next* .are
determined to vote for the ticket that will beat Mncoln*”^
The ■
0ourier.f.S. optimism for fusion possibilities lasted m

longer

than the meeting in New fork of the Democratic factions at which Douglas
and Breckinridge groups again proved to be irreconelliable*

The Courier*

whose villifieation of Douglas had always h e m intense, threw the onus
for fusion failure squarely on Douglas and the “contrary41 Hew fork poll-*
tioi&ne# As early as August

20,

the Courier had reported that Douglas*

despairing of his own election had m his sole object insuring Breekin*
ridge*s defeat* and had reported off and on throughout duly .and"August
that Douglas would rather have Lincoln win than his Democratic opponents*.
As the failure of fusion in New fork became apparent* the Courier lashed
out in disappointment at the fact 'that*- “the- peace of the ooimify#«*so far
as It depends on the- defeat of Lincoln-*!s subjected to the caprice or in*
terests of a set of New fork politicians * who do not trust each other* and
In whom no one can. place, the smallest degree of confidence*”

In another

section of the same Issue* the Courier concluded, “It is certain Lincoln

^2Ibid** August 29* I860*

will be elected President, -and it Is made Certain by Now fork Bemocratie
leaders * # • m

one .side, and the Lincoln predflictions of the Douglas**

lies on the other•t1^
Comparisons of Douglas and Lincoln which appeared in both the
Gour&er -and Mercery were another relatiimly definitive medium of edi*
torial comparison*,

fhe Oourier cited from a private letter, written by

■Wan. influential and intelligent gentleman in Kentucky*
1 to a prominent
gentleman in Chicago, Wiich appeared in the Chicago .
Brass and frlbnne on
lugusb 10?
It may seem strafe to yon, but it is nevertheless true that the
South Mocks to the election of Lincoln by the people and would prefer
M m to Douglas 'Our'most ultra Southern men seem to 'respect him, and.
to have confidence' in- his. honesty, fairness and conservatism* They
concede he stands' on a moderate platform, that his antecedents are
excellent, and that he is not likely to invade the rights of anyone!
but they canH go for him‘because he holds opinions relative to the
rights of slavery in the territories directly opposite to the South*
ern view* Still, he is an open .and candid opponent, and, therefore
commands Southern respedt*bh
Then, from, the- St* Louis Express, Ma candid and independent advocate of
Lincoln,” the Courier cited for its readers the feeling- that while the
people of the North might have been very enthusiastic ever Douglas for
approximating their wishes in his free soil views, they would neverthe*
less vote for Lincoln because Lincoln advocated a policy that would, **bring
about directly and openly what the policy of Bouglas would accomplish in*
directly and stesMthily*”^

fhe Hercuzy* whose taotie was c3e arly to show

that every presidential slate- but that of Breckinridge and lane m s an
.antislavery slate, .and which wrote articles on MJohn Belled Black' Eeoord,1
1
53Ibid., September 9, i860,
5^lbid., August 2U> 1860.
55ibid.

and ^Edward Everett kn Abolitionist,* sought to establish that Dongles
was Mmcolnts Abolitionist tool*

Thus, Squatter sovereignty became a

short out to black Republicanism1*! and Douglas was described as, *tdncoin's lieutenant** arid future llaid^de--campJt who would, the Heroury re«*
ported, ^complete the coercing process that John Brown began***^

the

Ifcreufy'a editorial position throughout the campaign with regard to
Douglas- was simply that if Breckinridge could not win, it 'Was ♦better for
us as well as the -country,, that l&hcolis should be elected rather than any
Democrat*"^
As if its readers were not.yet convinced that Mncoln was an
r

Abolitionist, the Hercury* in a long article taken from, the llHnois State
Register entitled, ^l&ncoln -Am f ariy Abolitionist,1* told its readers that
Abolitionism was Dincoln^s *ruling idea, the chief article of M s politic
cal creed, throughout his partisan career***

fhe article stated that Xin~

Coin ted opposed three resolutions Introduced into the- Illinois legisla
ture in 1837 against abolition societies .and anti~slavery movements, and.
that he voted for the abolition of slavery in the District of Columbia,
while a member of Cbngress.

the .article concluded*

fhe shuffling of his organs how, to- say nothing of his'record in
1858, cannot efface the Abolition napotn which Is 'upon him* He. is for
making wali 'the States'free*** per'.force,'and '* • • he knows no. const!**
tuttonal 'bar' to the carrying out'of has great leading idea# ae'is'for
whether
the people thereof are willing or not*' He is as muchftan Abolitionist
as are Garrison, Gerrlt, Smith, or Wendell Phillips*^
Oauthen wrote that by the end of August there was little doubt
5%eroury, August 23, September
57lbid., August 30, i860*
^Ibid*, September 7, i860*

9,

and September IP, i860*

6k
that those who opposed secession in South Carolina had become a ”yary
small minority#”^

To the extent that the Courier represented the major*

tty -vim in. South Carolina towards secession, Cauthenfs statement may bo
confirmed in its pages for' by the end of August the Courier <8 Union sent!* meat appeared to hare, run its course# Iren though it objected to coneed*'
ihg the election to Iincoln on the .grounds' that, % v e n were it so, why
admit it and weaken the fight in other <|uarters#M

Its Washington corres*

pendent wrote that if lineoln were to be nthe conservative safe ruler”

1#

F# .fe r r y showed, h is t t# b e , he w ould, have to be ” ly p o c r itic a l and b re a ch *

erous to. his parly and friends,” an event the Courier concluded was un*
60
likely* " The Courier devoted more .and more editorial space 'to predic*
tions of Idncoln^a victory and the course the South should take in that
event*

It printed 1* 0* Ashmorets speech to his constituents on the re«

cent session of Confess in which he conceded Lincoln*# election and urged
them to Immediate secession in such an event* ^ And finally,, it appeared
to have adopted completely Senator J* 1* Hammond1s statement that,'”the
election of Jtaeolfi would put the Union at imminent and instant hasard*”
The secession, movement has received a great deal of critical
scrutiny by historians: as the years since the Civil War have unfolded*

One study which pictured IAncolh through the issue of' secession,, wm a

590a u th e n ,

g g * e it * * p *

27*

^Courier* August JO, i860*
^ 2 M * i August 2?, I860* In quite an' accurate prediction, Ashmore
said lincoln would receive 177 electoral votes* He actually received 180#
^ Xbid* 'Also,- Mercury*: August £j>, i860* Hammond*s remark was:
particularly significant “since'nether he nor South Carolina*s other
United States Senator had yet committed themselves to secession in the
event of Iincoln#s election*

Xale Historical Publimtlons study (XIXI) by Bavid M. Potter* Itoceto and
His Party |g the Secession gristo*

In its. ppeltotoary .remarks ■on sbcbbs*

ion* where the issue was briefly carried up to the campaign* the author
described it as the ^shopworn threat**

He made the point that long use

had made the threat of secession as a campaign device as valuable as its-actual use as a minority safeguard*

fhe doctrine was orthodox throughout

the South* constant reiteration .had enabled every politician to master
the theory*- and continued practice at- sectional debate made its advocates
*Ouick on the draw** with 'the weapon*

fhe turbulent agitation of the sl&v**

m y issue in. 1858-9 had kept the issue at white heat and. when Lincoln was
nominated the ciy did not have to 'be revived* merely transferred to the
candidate*.^

this is* of course* what was done* Secession threats* Better

noted* were scarcely more numerous than in \8$6 but seemed* wmore .-grave
✓

. . . .

and sincere*1
11taking the form of solemn notices deliberately tendered
leather than a campaign ruse i» the midst of partisan. conflict*
fhe secession movement in South Carolina during the first half of
the campaign was like a gathering storm* like a large stone slowly gain
ing momentum, of its own after having been, pushed along for so- long.*

long

before Lincoln was elected* the Governor of the State and every member of
the South Carolina delegation to the .federal House of Hepresenbativea had
committed themselves to secession to the event a Eepublican were elected.
President*^ As the uncommitted portion of the State— Onionists* Con-*,
eervatlves, moderates of all stripe,* and that indifferent group to every
electorate who seem to only oppose any changes— as these groups came to
^%avid M* fetter* Lincoln A M His Party In fhe Secession. Crisis*.
(Hew Havens Xale Hmversity Besi^
^Cauthen, o£ oft** p* 26*1

realize that Itaeoln weald probably be elected,, and that M s party was
founded upon smtl^slavery opposition, then the whole electorate swung to
the view that lincolMs election would be ’’cause1* to- secede*

fhe goal of

the Mercury and Other secessionist mediums of propaganda in the first half
of the campaign had been to- convince the consermtives that this was jv&»
tlfied* When the 'Conservative groups in the State accepted the premise
that Mncoln,s election was Just cause to secede the most important phase
*

of the secession battle may be -said to have been won*.

6?

I?

m mmmmmh mmmm mm m m m m w w mmmm
Iteihg the second half of the campaign the- flood gates of access*
ion feeling opened wide*

fhe rolling stone broke free oompletely and

rushed on to- its Solent end* t o % even when there were no- specific
warnings the idea was implicit everywhere*

fhe 11tendency to- assume it

as a premise,1* Fetter wrote, •rather than defend it as; a conclusion, was
a more serious evidence- of danger than any amount of rant and gesticu
lation**^ fhe momentum of the secession movement shifted the feeling in
the State from the view that Mncolnfs election was ^cause*1 for the dis
solution of the Union to the view that it should be the ^acaasior?1 to
secede*

the full force of a very formidable secession propaganda effort

In the -State lashed out at every .group and diverse sentiment in. the State
to achieve umnimity*

fhe education of the people, in the principles and

necessity of secession had already been carried out with a skill and suc
cess that Oauthen thought not inferior to the masterly propaganda of the
Abolitionists- themselves*

fhe task at hand now was to convince the- State

to act immediately upon M m o l n fs election*^
fhe means to accomplish the task were as varied as they were- many
but the foremost issue, the issue upon which all. battle lines were -drawn
in one way or another, was that of slavery*
tog. «£$.# p* $•.

2Cauthen, 0£.

git., p,

32.

In this respect alone,, though

of course it® argument m s different* the <&iarleston press reflacked the
intense interest in* -and feeling on* the issue throughout the m m try*
Bespite its- mdiealism* the Mercury captured. the essence of the conflict
lit. its diatribes on the 11time issue*"

A more moderate, and perhaps there*

fore, more meaningful* eacampie of the attention slavery received in the
Nation1® press m s described in an article in- the Mercury taken from an
unnamed Philadelphia newspaper which had discussed the relative merit of
the English* French and American Press*
"Hat there is one topic emin^atjy'and almost peculiarly American*
which takes priority; over‘all others* and towers with overshadowing
magnitude above the host of editing' and agitating subjects which
daily' pass in review before the public mind in the columns of our
journals. turn over what journal of' the day you will*, slavery stands
forth prdiainently among the topics of its leaders'and the articles
of its' intelligence. « * * 'Slavery* it is Quite 'plain is just mm
the'grand subject'of "'American reflection# caso&agy and anmletr# the
principal plank in every party*® platform is the doctr5He~lt avow
on the subject of slavey* * • • A M the question will probably '
never rest until a very decisive majority of the people have deeded
what shall, be- ^e^pSS^ofTSS*""country respecting it*''then peace
w i H return, to us*3
As the campaign reached into September the Mercuay changed its
course slightly* Hhtle its earlier offort had been to establish lincoln
as a fanatical abolitionist to convince the people it had cause to. secede,
it now began to present to its readers the course he would pursue when
elected*

It cited articles from, the Hew fork fribune that showed lincoln

meant to expel slavery in 'the territories where it had obtained, a foot*
hold* ”and then bolt the door against its return*” and that the Oovem*
ment was to be administered win the interest and to the advance of free
labor*”^

In a subjective interpretation of an article in the Democratic

Mercury* August 31, i860.
August 28, i860,

New fork HeraM m

"The Course Mncolm Will Pursue," the "mild plan” Xdi*«*

cola and his party would use to "urge on the irrepressible confliot” Was
described as follows*
the first step will be the appointment to every post of executive
or- administrative power- within the gift of 'the President of men who
believe that slavery is an evil and a ‘Sim| that it is their moral
and social* .a®, well as political duty, to make war upon it in'every
wayj; 'that "the Bmion cannot stand half slave and half' free"* * * *
with, men holding'these Views* * * * there will ccmmence m agitation
of the slavery Question such as the world has never witnessed, fed**
era!'-officers may refrain from immediate, participation in criminal
acts,'but the abductors of slaves, the fomentere of servile incendi
arism, and coming John Brawns, will pursue their iniquitous X&bors,
in. 'the full confidence that, if arrested and brought 'to trial, it
will, be by marshals, prosecuting attorneys, juries and judges that
sympathise with them, and who- believe'that the cause in which they are
engaged is the '-.cause of righteousness * 'the effect of' this fact alone
upon the Spirit of fanatic abolitionism in the country will produce
the- most'disastrous results.*. Give the criminal but the confidence
that men- of his stamp will sit .as judges over him, if arrested; and
crime will at ones become the audacious ruler of society* 3o will it
be with the "irrepressible conflict”* * * * and day by day the whole
country will recede farther and farther from the rule of reason*^
thoughts on the course Idneclm would pursue were ■the natural pre*»
lude to description# of military activity in the North, by which the South
would be forced to accept, that- course* Under a heading of "Black BepubH~
4

.

.

.

cans Arming," and in .reference to the -growing Wide-Awake organizations in
the North, the Mercury reported, that Seward1® home "Was arming* "this is
eminently right and proper," it stated*

Hfhe election, of Abraham Ilncoln

means war upon the South, and the Wideawakes, therefore,, are but prepar*
ing, in the event of M s success, for the irrepressible conflict. • • •
*to drive- the slaveholders,- -like poisoned, rats, into their h o l e s f h e
Mercury explained. to- its readers that, "the name Wide-Awake was the design
*

nation W

which John Brown*® company was known, in Kansas, ’and was adopted

% b M * , September 8, i860*
6Ibld.. September 10, I860,

in compliment to the martyred hero,” and. that the Widte-Awakes now nailed"
(*•

themselves "rail apMtters* and, *stand by to give military support to
tincoln if the South interferes with hie inauguration^

Feinting and.**

nously 'to the future, the Mercury concluded, "from these and similar
eigne:, it is apparent that • * « we h a w tough work out out for us*” ?
The month, of September was a relatively quiet one for the Sour*
leg with regard- to Mnooln in, particular and polities in general*

Having

apparently abandoned Unionism for cooperationism it was as if it were
"laying low,” watching which way the wind would blow* As -a result, its
columns were unusually heavy 'with news of commerce during the month*
When it did speak,,the editorial, tone seemed reminiscent of the Mercury
back in dune*- In describing a recent caricature of lincoln, it referred
to him sitting oh a rail pen in his shirt sleeves, "with all his‘hideous
phiss*11 The Courier continued^
In 'between the cracks of the rail pen on which he is sitting is
seen a nigger'* -'Horace Greeley is standing alongside, urging a con*
servative to vote: that ticket* He insists it is not the Abolition
platfoim, but the conservative declines, and says he thinks he sees
«the nigger in the wood pile*” Old Abe is astonished that for split*
ting rails he should, be elevated so high*
The Courier also began to mention for the first time phrases such as the
"true issue,” the ^irrepressible conflict,1* and other indices of the ex
treme Southern 'View*.
As in the past, Hie Courier,used articles from, other papers to
make its points*- From, the .Richmond Bnquirer it took a n 'indignant letter
from a group Of prominent Southerners vacationing at Vfoite Sulphur Springs
who.noted 'with more anger than alarm, that at- a recent Norfolk speech
7Ibid„ September 13, 17, i860.

Courier, September 7, I860.

Douglas had answered a written question from the floor asking M a what he
■thought the President should do if after his. election the South were to
secede, by stating that it would be the duty of the fresidenb to subdue
ttatt 'by arms and that he, Douglas, "will counsel Mia .to- do so and aid-Mia
■to do so by all means in M s power,”

The authors of the letter, in lan

guage similar to the Merely* a* stated that with Lincoln1a election,, "the
power of slavery will end,"- and that the "irrepressible conflict M U

be

pressed to its infamous- and bloody- olose*1*^ Siting from the Albany-Journal
#■

later, Courier readers saw a Northern opinion regarding Douglas* speech in
fterfolk to the effect that, "Mr* Mnooin, if called out by M s .fMende
would have given expression to these sentiments**1^0 On the same subject,
the Courier still later took from the Cincinnati Gaaefetc the statement that
since hi#- speech at Norfolk, Douglas was 'losing ground in the South# "He
is charged,1* the Casette. wrote, "with having pledged himself to support Mr*
ilncoln*# A-<fedMS'tration, and -with intending to affiliate with Hie Repub
lican party*"^
Continuing in, the same 'trend, the Courier printed -an article from
a 'Correspondent of the New fork Journal <& Commerce* that those who desired secession ought to support Lincoln with the special object of widen
ing the breach between opposing parties as much as possible-* The article
concluded that the fair Republic could be broken up even faster if the
North would -send more Abolition, preachers to the South, "to teach treason
to our .laws and institutions

The Courier rarely identified Lincoln

^Xbid** September 12, i860*
3%bid*.* September 18, i860*
l^ibid*, September ■2k, i860*

with abolition. 1ftew* either edtoorially or through the. re?mfks of others.#
■fhe closest it dame, even into September, was to seQfa "if Mr* XtocoXm
becomes President, and he is suspected of endorsing-, even remotely, those
who endorse John Brown • # • 'the brotherhood of our t&ion must become
alienated,, .and every succeeding year will find.the breach widened until
endurance Ceases to be a virtue*"^

Hear the end of Sept ember, however,

it published a letter from. tl. S* Congressman i. H# ffeitt, which though
epical, for the Mercury in which it m & also- printed, was rather extreme
for the Courier* teitt had -written to Congressman Murray urging disunion*
With regard to the Eepublican party he wrote t

Its' leaders prodaim. that- the **confect is irrepresMbXe," and
can only -end in the .destruction of northern or Southern society♦ "Ir*
.reconcilable enmity is' embodied" .in. the very platform, of the .party*
inextinguishable .hatred gleam# 'all. through the recorded declarations
of its chieftains, and."flames''out through, the/ avowals of its nomi
nees# Abraham M m o l % its obscure nominee for the President,, has
a record which brittles all over with anii<-sXavery famticism*ia
As the Courier adopted a more extreme tone the Mercury reached out
for the extreme radical w£toe**sating" expression, for which it 4© 'known bo**
day* If it spoke well of lincoln it -was typical that it would be -through,
a known Abototionist* For example, Caleb Cushing the Boston Abolitionist,
■m& quoted in the Mercury as saying of Itocoln that,. "to his canvas with
Douglas he .beat M m in law, beat .Mm,in. argwmmtg mad beat M m in wit#*3^
the supposed slave insurrections to fexas which had been followed closely
in the Mercury, and hardly at all in the Courier, -gave the Mercury .ample
^ IMd*
$*fhe article continued in the same' veto Citing -from Itoeolmto
House Divided Speech* this was the first time this speech was cited to
the Courier* '$M4*, September 2?, 1860*

1%ereu^r, August 30, XS60*

opportunity to warn, its readers of "Abolition Horrors to Texas" to their m m kind of language*

In swirnntog up those incidents the Mercury referred

to Hegroes with Strychnine, assassination plots, the hangings of 20 or 30
Abolitionists, and remarked that the excitement has killed off conservs**
tive feeling and that Texans "were now all. MsuMQuists and do not care
how soon the oriels comes*"

Supposedly referring- to Texas opinion bu%

undouhtedly reflecting its own, the. Mercury .also noted tost a prominent
Texan had ©aid?
Me do not care, a toss of the Copper whom you elect Resident* If >
you elect Douglas or Breckinridge, or B ell,'this'hollow Brion will
continue a few years longer| and if* you elect that miserable old rail
splitting abolitionist,. -Abe Itoooln, you only hasten by a few years,
tte event which is bound to transpire
By the middle of September the Mercury had developed what might
be called a "©ne^two*three^puneh*1 towards .Itocoln* It consisted of first
establishing his abaMtiomsm, second describing the course he would take
towards the South as .an Abolitionist Resident,.and third showing that M s
followers were arming to enable Mia to implement M s policies by force*
A move to early .September- by northern conservative Eepublicans .and .Souths
e m Unionists to- present Itocoln as more conservative on the slavery issue
than the Mercery believed him to be,, gave it m

opportunity to demonstrate,

this one**two»three sequence* :
■>
First, to an articto titled "itocotofs Eadicalism Proved," it wrote
that the attempt to show Mneolm moderate on the -slavery issue was "utterly
futile and vato* Even if Itocoln were not toe bigot and extremist which
.his own words and those of" Seward prove M m to be," the editor wrote, "he
would necessarily have to act on the- one great idea, which underlies toe
%%bid ,,.September 8, i860*

whole structure of the Republican Parlor*** the article continued 'to the
effect that s w n if Lincoln ^were the most conservative man in the world,”
he could -not resist the force' of' the party nor excuse himself, ^from the
i

it

duty of protecting the extreme fights of every human being, whether bond
or free*ft^
'the second step in the sequence came the next day through an
article from the lemisylvanian titled,

Would Be The Effect Of bin-

coin1s Election,* in which was stated*
Should Mncoln be- elected* * • • he'is pledged to do all he can
to 'bring about the end of slavery# * # . 'He would have none-, but
Abolitionists and M m k E«pnbMoam’
'ih office* # *' * Should idncoln
be disposed to be moderate, he would not be allowed to do so* * • •
He would be compelled'to carry out the program of a sectional ad*
ministration of the Government and an unrelenting war on slavery#
The Gouth would have no President and S ^ ISe^
the Governs
mentT IBe csonserSative element of"#W e ^ o r W ^ i 5 & 3 ^ 1 s o ^ e elH!tHout
Se^enefit of the Government* lincoln would ■be the President of '
the Negroes and the llboiitionists, and in all Mklihood he would make
the experiment of appointing Negroes to office#3**
th e th ir d and f in a l s te p in

th e sequence, in la te - S eptem ber, c o n *

s is te d o f m m ty e n d o rs in g th e M in u te ■Men o rg a n is a tio n s w h ic h w ere s p rin g *'
in g up in the S o u th as a S o u th e rn im ita tio n o f th e H id e *4 w a ke sj o f m e r «
ous -a rtic le s : on th e m ilita r y d e fe m e s, o f € h a rle a to n $ a n d , o f num erous
statem e nts- such as th a t tfim, S ta te R e p re s e n ta tiv e C o lo n e l G* p * U lio t ,
who to ld -h i# , c o m titu e n ts a t O rangeburg, in p a r tic u la r re fe re n c e to
D ouglas'* s ta te m e n t oh page 71 above a b o u t th e u m

o f fo r c e , th a t th e

■ .northerners w ere d u ty bound to r e s is t s e c e s s io n b y fo r c e , and th a t witb o *
H tie n fro m D elaw are to Texas w i l l s u re ty fo llo w L in c o ln 1s e le c tio n * * ^
r

*

^ lb ld »# S eptem ber 1 6 ,,1 8 6 G *

l8m ,

September 17, i860.

^lbid*» September-' 22, i860*

to editorial titled "The North the Aggressor--*Ihe South on The Defensive,"
amplified the force theme.* B* B* Rheit Jr* wrote*

Wot will. the adoption of'a hulling tone*, whether by a Douglas of
an Andrew, a Lincoln or a toow-uottiing*; remove Hie necessity that
exists for meeting this Issue frankly In the pending contest for the
Presidency* The Black Republican army of Wide-Awakes will not be
©quel to'the task of dragooning the South Into compliance with what**
ever Black Republican lawgivers dictate* they will but nerve the
Southern people to sterner resolves and more energetic action*2'®
the increasingly uncompromising tone of the Heronty could be seen
in. every issue and on every subject*

Speaking of "South Carolina And The

ikMy33l«titots«P it intimated Lincoln and. " M s army4* would 'take possess*
ion of Federal patronage type offices in the South, and, "we are to have
a General Gates~*and, perhaps,, a lexiiigton and Bunker Hill*

the Revo

lution of 176 is getting stale* * • * Its incidents want refreshing,

01

by some striking repetitions*** '. Referring to Southerners who- might take
office under a Republican President the Mercury printed a statement from
one Balie Peyton, who,, "although an old. Mhig and-a Ball elector from
Tennessee,-■thinks like a true -Southern man*"

Peyton was reported to have-

said that "he did not believe if Lincoln was elected, he could find a man
in the South who would accept any important office -under-him*

If such a

man was to be found, he was-, a traitor, and deemed to be tortured to a
terrible death*"22

The Mercury often printed Abolitionist sentiment from

the Northern press* A particularly incendiary example consisted -of ex
tracts from a speech Caleb Gushing made in Tremont Square in Boston*
cluding on the "true issue," Gushing said that*
20Ibid.. September 2k, i860.
« £ £ .

27. I860. .

22Itod.* September 20, i860.

Con

The Republican party baa been conceived, b o m and nurtured into
strength in order,, if possible.,, to force or seduce the Federal Gov
ernment Into Abolitionism* or' else the Hepubiicai^party 'is' a mon
strous ^ ^ ’
ridiculous abortion,, a gigantic, falsehood, swindle and
fraud* And 1 reassert confidentially, .if 'Mr-* Lincoln-is elected, the
Republicans will have to buret up at once, or to attack the domestic
rights of the States*2*
The Mercury printed secession articles of its own almost daily,
and whenever it could.,, gave its readers the secession testimonials of
various prominent individuals about the .country.

Xt resurrected a state

ment by- ex-B?esident Milliard Fillmore made at. a speech in Rochester' in
1856 that the success of the- Republican party with its particular objects
would bring About a dissolution of the IMon*2^

Intimating that a

Tennessee correspondent, spoke for Breckinridge;,: the Mercury left the im
pression that*
From the hour' in which Idncbln. was imuguratedj .
he [jreckinridg^
was proud to biTa rebel*~*he would
^ f f b l d in such a cause*
He would consider Lincoln a p e r j t o o k - t h e oath to
support the Constitution*. Xt had been said the South would wait for
some overt act of aggression# He would pursue m such policy.2?
The Mercury found a supporter In Congressman W. B* Reed of Philadelphia
and used his statements frequently* Reed found grave objections ’to Lincolnfs candidacy* Noting that with ore exception Lincoln had maintained
a resolute- and prudent silence and that his discussions with Douglas
had been characterised by frankness and ability,. Retd i-.said that Lincoln
had nevertheless, a year ago, been "betrayed into language, which, though
not very precise, and a little ambitious, was ominous.

Xt was this* 1this

is a world of compensations, and he who would, be no slave must consent to
23-Xbid..» September 22, i860*
^Ibid.j August 15, I860.

^ Xbld.j September

2h,

i860.

M m

m

Maun*- ' t e t who t o y freedom to others# t o e r m it m t them*

selves* and under a Just God cannot long retain it**”

Heed# who called

lincoln a ^progressive republican,.” continued*
It is not -easy to say what M s means but i t hmr.m% ugly look*
Since M # n m l m t l m # Hr*'lineoln has epoken once# and once too of*
ten* I refer to- 'Me speech at SpringfieM four weeks ago# which was
the more. aigMficant as he appears to hairs been taken by surprisej
and to M m spoken out# unto, am impulse# M s tuner Moughis* * * *,
M s language was? *!^frisjids* you will' fight for this cause* t o m
soars hrnrnm'm son m m fight for it* and even stronger than you mm.
finht for it* though X may ho dead and gone* * * ** Boes it mean
there is to he » repose* m settlement* mo finality under M o ad*
mlMstmhion * * * that mot Content with the vietdsy of a compact
Month over M e stricken ami instated South* Me- arms .are not to be
1 M 4 aside*®*1
As M e effort- 'to promote secession advanced* the Mercury left
Comtitut&oml mrgttaente more mid more alone -and sought to appeal to any
and evexgr side of its listeners 'that it could*

to the merchants awed Moss

who were financially indebted to Borthermera* it said Barthem merchants
■would Mire to wait for Mils owed them until % i l M e $£$$a&sde& of our
m m condition Shall M m

'Mem provided for-^rtil we- are- armed and for*

tified^tmt&L good crops bring us full pockets*”^

As if to- shame Moss

■who would mot resist M n o o l M e election the Mercury said submissioMsts
were* ^women* better fitted 'to rook M e cradle -and sing the infant lulla*
by# M w M A tye I s h y # ^

to those whs

j e t t o n Mmcolii*.s

it editorialised that the $50*00 that they heard M m B Sx* .had OobfMlmbed
S M * # September 25* i860* Keitt*s letter to M e ftwior and
Mercury sited above contained a slightly different InterprelSBSrof this
strangely prophetic remark* He reported Itesoln m -saying ”that M i s agi»
tatlon would go on long after he- had passed away*1# and M a t ”yeare hence
M s | m r % would be engaged in M e same 'crisis*” Courier and Mercury* Sep*
tember 2?# i860*.
£%epeary* September

lid©*

Id*# SepteMer 25# i860.

to a fund. for purchasing Sharpens rifles for Jim lane and Xohn Brown in.
Kansas would have bought two rifles*

^Possibly one of these rifles is

the one with which lane shot poor Jenkins when he came to get a bucket
of water from his own well| .and 'the other the one with which old Brawn,
murdered the Boyles*-«father and son**^ And, to- the young m m of South
Oarelina it issued poetic patriotic proclamations such as, ^Haye you
sharpened your swords for the battle is nigh***fhe m o m of the conflict
is breaking***

In the particular passionate plea which followed that

proclamation, ail. the elements of the one-two**three sequence could be
seen*

lincoln the Abolitioidtst, exponent of ■•the most .powerful faction

which has e w polluted the political history of our Country,1* would
seal the doom of the Democratic party and, winaugurate' the lailienniuifli of
freedom and universal 'liberty by expunging from our .midst the existence
of the institution of slavery* * * .* We must accept ruin--certain, fixed,,
inevitable rulo^-ln the Bnion, or we must take our chances out of it*1*
His election alone, the Mercury concluded, would be the cx>nsumatto*i of the
».overt act,* and that' therefore, the -South should sharps its swords.^0
dust as the ultimate denunciation to the- Mercury was that a m was
an Abolitionist, so the- inexpressible degradation would- be for one to be
rejected by the Abolliiooisb Black Republican Party, a-.fate the Mercury
attributed- to Douglas when it reported,- •the only reason Mr* Douglas is not
a Haffk Republican. at this time, is .because the Black BegUblieans would
■not have him*M^

Samilarily, it was not enough to say that lincoln was
September 26, i860*

^^Ibid., September 28, i860*
^Xbld** September 18, i860*

a fanatic Abolitionist, the effort continued, to establish his running
mate*s mulatto status*.

Thus one read that, •in their fanatical and in

sane desire of humiliating .and insulting us of the South, it has pleased
them, to put forward a candidate for the Vice-Presidency, a man asserted
to. be, and thus- far without contradiction,, a mulatto*1*-^
As the last month -of the campaign opened, the Courier found it*
self In. a dilema of its- own making* Having, committed itself to secession,

■mm

though by cooperation, it sitlX obviously .revetted the prospects of

a divided Union* It -could on the one hand say that Idneain was *the apostie of John. Quincy Adams, who began life by betraying his father and- M s
party,, -and ended by betraying his eotmiryf and who, in the rapture of M s
fanaticism exclaimed* •let emancipation come, though it come stained with
blood of five hundred thousand Southern, men, women and children,11* ^ and,
on the other hand,- print with -approval, a note .from the Savannah RepubM-.
-can to the effect that •Senator Chestnut told a gentleman • « • a few -days
ago that he would not regard the election of lincoln as a -Cause for seCeding from the llMeh**1^ 1 On. the one bahd the Courier would write of the
•Beal Design of Slack Republicans,11 -while- on the other hand their- only ed
itorial comment on Keith*s secession letter consisted of an appraisal by
the Washington Constitution that, •while our- readers M i l readily under
stand, we cannot endorse a H the doctrines which the talented South Caro
linian enunciates therein, we find much in it to admire and

c o m m e n d *1135

3%bid«» October 2, 1860*
^OouMar, September fT, I860*
^ I M d * , October 1, I860* Chestnut was one of South Carolina's
U. S* sectors* He promptly repudiated the statement in.. both the Seyannah
Republican, and- the Courier* .
3 % M d *, -O ctober -6, i860*..

80
Similarly, the Courier mentioned r,muskets for the. Souths and questioned
the adequacy of Southern, military readiness, while at the same time they
.continued to ask Mwhat shall we do -in the event lincoln is elected.1*3^
So- far as It can fee accurately determined, the Courier*3 position in early
October towards disunion was first that cooperative secession was •prac
ticable,^ but that outright secession was an •infatmtio# and State sen
timent m s •not .favorable to independent State action*11 Secondly, it ob
viously hoped that- commerce and a healthy economic environment would not
be interrupted fey MneelMe election*

M

this regard it hopefully stated*

Though, the newspapers are full Of politics and terrific forebod
ings, the minds'-.of the people -are engrossed in the eager pursuit of
business, 'which, in a H its branches, and in every part of the Union
was never more profitably prosecuted''than now* Even should Itacoln
fee elected, the attention of the'people will not 'fee diverted for a
day from their customary pursuits*3*
Xn a significant conservative editorial, shift, from, roughly Oc
tober M

through &?f. the fmirisr vainly attested, to stem the secession

ist tide*. After- numerous moderate cooperationist articles the Courier
picked up the northern conservative: argument that even if Mncoln were
elected he would be faced with a minority in 'both .louses of Congress and,
would have to encounter a very formidable opposition from the commence
ment of his administration, thus forcing him to be cautious and moderate
towards the South*33 following up that theme with a long article from
their Washington correspondent, the Courier reported a week later.*'
There it a current .rumor that Abraham lincoln it very desirous'
of an opportunity- to disclaim in public, as he has done in. private,

36Ibid,. October 2, I860,
3?Xbid,* October h and 6, i860*
'

*

*

3%bid*, October 12, I860*

some of the views and designs that have been erroneously imputed to
him, as he says, both by political friends'and opponents:* It is re
ported that he intends, after the election, if he be elected, to
Cause to be published a statement to the effect that he intends to '
administer the'Government in strict conformity' with the Constitution,
and with the strictest regard for the rights of the South* He will,
deny that he is in favor of the abolition of slavery in the District
of Columbia, or the suppression of the inter-State Slave Trade, or
the repeal of the Fugitive Slave 'haw* . . • A large portion of the.
old line Whigs who support Mncoln are conservative on the subject of
slavery, and they say that they intend to sustain lincoln in the "con
flict” .which he is to have with the Abolition, wing- of the Republican
Party*3^
The Courier*# purpose, seemed to 'be to attempt to convince its
readers that the anti-lincoln majorities in Congress and the strength of
the Constitution itself would render lincoin*s victory •barren of any
fruits*”

Citing from the Hew fork World* the Courier assured its readers

that, ”it would not be possible for the coming President to h a m the
South, even if he had the disposition! and that knowledge of his complete
inability ought of itself to banish every apprehension from every South
ern mind*

There is really no antagonism of interests between sections.”^0

Bven while the Courier offered its .readers such conciliatory notes it
seemed to sense that the die had been cast and it could not successfully
oppose the unanimity of feeling in the State without losing its support*:
So, while it sought to prevent ■disunion it continued to mention almost
daily, such thing# as the arming of Minute Men$ the adequacy of Charleston
Harbor defenses! the support and defense of slavery, and inconsistently
paid lip service to the majority feeling in the State that Lincoln* s.
election would put the Union at nimminent and instant hazard*”
Southern Unionists faced a painful dilema* They did not believe
39jbid», October 17, i860.
k°Ibid., October 15 and 18, I860,

aecession. was a proper .remedy for the State’1#' .grievances but they could
not express themselves too vehemently against a movement which was assuming
the character of a super patriotic move for Southern independence*

In

tense local pressure brought them, into the disnnionists camp but it truly
was a case of the lesser of two. evils*. Go -the Courier 'shifted back and
forth, from Unionism to disunion, from no secession to cooperative se
cession*

late in October it wrote*

On every side we see some signs of an apprehended political agi
tation in the county consequent upon the election of M m o l a * An _
individual so obscure as. he is,' one of whom so little is known,. could
hardly be chosen President, unless as an agent of some'strong and intelligent organization* 'It Is in this light that he is viewed* • * W
those" who deem his election .an adequate m u s e for breaking up the
present confederation* In every other point of view he would not fee
dimgeroue*W*
the article continued oft to Speak of Mncolnfs pmfeafela ineffectiveneas as
a minority Resident*

f m days later the pendulum swung the other Way and

the Courier flatly stated, •Ecsistance to- Mnooln is- Obedience to God,11
and again that, *the election of lincoln la the dissolution of the i W m w *
Another two days passed and it reccmimended. John Toimsend« s Incendiary se
cessionist pamphlets to its readers only1the next day to state, •rumors are
rife about extraorMnary overtures from the Eepublicans to the South, if
the leaders will only keep quiet*. . • • iotd>.iiiatlons are forming which
-will astound the gountry*"^
the Mercury left Xincoln alone throughout the first week in -Oc
tober, -devoting most of its editorial effort to persuading its readers
to require Presidential electors to pledge themselves to a State secess
ion convention before being allowed to accept their coxnmissiom. As the
^% b i d »* October. .20, i860*-

teIbid.. October 25# i860.

Sourier developed its theme on Lincoln*© moderation, however* the Mereury
recognised the threat and r m e to the challenge*

Eotlhg- oh October 8*

that some o f the Southern presses were apologising fa r Black Republican
ism and presenting it as having become more moderate* it ran extracts
from Seward's recent speech in. St Raul* Minnesota in which Mncolh's
st#oft Of the irrepressible conflict sas supposedly established*

Seward

said'that the overruling power by which the higher law controled even the
m e t perverse, wills meant 'that the. country w o u M become* as it was meant
to be* a "land of freedom* not slavery* He eontiitnsd*
Slavey today i % for the first time*- 'not only powerless* bob
without influence- in the American Republic. * . * fhis victory is
won, provided that yon stand determined to maintain" the great He*
party* under' its .great and
leader* ibraham Mncolni
in. ''inauguratiht its''itdhciples into the- mdEttd.sti»ati:<ui -of the Ooyern*
merit'.-*. . • until the adversary shall find out that he ha© been, beaten
and shall voluntarily- retire from the fleM*^'
the **Hlgh Priest of Secession*1' and his son*- B# B* Bhett* Jr** 'the
editor of 'the Ifsroury* ■must "have-- remembered their completely unexpected
■defeat at the hands- of the Btionlsis .and oooperationists in %$$%■ for as
the last month of the campaign drama unfolded an ewimordlnary effort was
directed, towards convincing South. Oarolina -to secede* When the Mercury*©
Washington correspondent wrote: that .Lincoln somehow hoped .to <plet the
fears of the South through, a conservative plea* the Mercury wondered if
-the South., was- 'to be thought of as a tame elephant which Seward and Lincoln
could alternately feed and beat* 'ft said. I & & 0J& and Seward were ltno**
bodies in the great contestj only the froth on the top of the wave*®

fhen

placing all the blame for the present turbulent state of affairs on I&n*
coin -and Seward* It stated*: '*they have* by their demagogical and famti#

October 8* 1860,

appeals to the people of the North, divided the Union into two great
antagonistic sections*

They have taught the people of the North that it

is their • * « high and holy mission to extinguish African slavery in the
South.n The article in which these statements appeared continued?
But they cannot arrest the tide of sectional fanaticism and ambi
tion, short of its. great consummation--the abolition of African slav
ery in the South* If Mr* Lincoln was to come out and declare- that he
held sacred every right of the South with respect to African slavery,
no one should believe him; and, if he was believed, his professions
should 'have not the least influence on the course of the South
The Mercury next submitted **prooftt of Lincoln1
*s ^unchanged fana
tical abolitiordsm,r to its readers, by printing excerpts from a .speech he
had delivered the previous year in Kansas while the fight over the speaker
ship in the House was in progress*

Though edited and emphasized to suit

its purpose, the Mercury* s rendition of that speech, cited below, contained
more of Lincoln* s actual remarks than was printed in its pages at any other
time from his nomination until South Carolina seceded?
Ton Democrats greatly fear that the success of the Republicans
will destroy the Union* Why? Do the Republicans declare against
the Union? Nothing like it* four- own statement of it is, that, if
the Black Republicans elect a President, you won*t stand it* You
will break up the Union*. That will be your act, not ours* To Justi
fy it, you must show that our policy gives you Just cause for such
desperate action* Can you do that? When you attempt it you will
find our policy is exactly the policy of the men who made the Union,
nothing, more nor nothing less* Do you think you are Justified to
break up the Government rather than to have it administered by Wash
ington, and the other good and great men who made it,'and who first
administered it? If you do you are very unreasonable, and more
reasonable men cannot, and will not submit to you* While we elect
& President* it will be our duty to see that you submit*"' Old John
Brown has been hung for treason against a State*' We cannot object,
even though slavery is wrong# That cannot excuse violence, blood
shed, and treason* It could avail him nothing that he might think
himself right*. So* if constitutionally* we elect a President* and*
therefore* you undertake to destroy the Union, it will be our duty
to''dear'wltnyou', as 133 UohnBrcwn 'Has'been wde^t'*%flfr ^ W ‘,cah '
kk-Ibid.* October 13, lS6o«

only do our duty* We hope* and believe* that in no section will a
majority so act, as to render such extreme measures necessary#**!?
The final remarks in the Mercury on secession before the ©lection
comprised a variety of .incendiary appeals*

It appealed to Southerners*

patriotism by mentioning the wild threat of a Virginian named Bryor that*
If Abraham linooln should dare to invade Virginia with federal
mercenaries * * * the Old dominion* prolific mother of heroes
and patriots* would supply some Brutus to plant the dagger in
the bosom of the tyrant; and* for myself* I would covet no
greater applause of posterity* than to be the instrument of the
deed and that deliverance *no
It reminded its readers that, 11slave property* is the foundation of all
property in the South," and that by submitting to the administration of
Lincoln and Hamlin the value of slaves would immediately drop $100*00
each which at

1,300,000 slaves

slaves alone*

amounted to a $430*000*000.*00 loss on

The depreciation of slave value would* the Mercury cried*

shake the stability of real estate and all other property including
banks* bonds, and stocks*

"Timid men will sell out and leave the South*

Confusion, 'distrust, and pressure must r e i g n * I t wrote that while
secession would suspend Northern debts, war would extinguish them* Also,
it frequently appealed to Southern women with such statements as, “will
they not shame any husbands, or sons, or brothers, who wish to submit to
free Hegro rule, in the persons of Lincoln and Hamlin (the latter part
Hegro
In an article entitled "The Beginning To The End," the Mercury
kSlbid.
k^lbid., October 8, i860.
k7Ibid., October 11, i860*

Wibid., October 27, i860.

let Its readers know of an .advertisement from the Pittsburgh Dispatch*
commenting, "It speaks for itself*1*
Colored men of Pittsburgh and Vlcinlty--You are requested to meet
and form yourselves" into Wide-Awake clubs immediately, for the pur*
pose of furthering the interest of the friend of the human race,
Abraham Lincoln* * * * Do not leave the Dutch and Irish to monopo
lize all the honor of electing Lincoln and Hamlin* Colored men have
a right to act at the polls as a Vigilance Committee for the preven
tion of illegal voting,# John Brown, the hero of Harpers Ferry is yet
to be avenged*
»
Qsshwknmm^
In the same vein the Mercury ran an article from the Montgomery Mail which
asserted that, "Lincoln1^ strength is in .no inconsiderable degree, swelled
by buck Negroes| and these are the people that Yankee emissaries ask the
South to submit to#n Adding that the day of amalgamation had not come, it
concluded* "Massachusetts may malattolze herself, and doubtless wall*—but
when she seeks, with the other Northern States, to institute the doctrine
in the South, by imposing on us a free Negro Vice-President, the day will
have come for dissolution#"'*®
Amongst the Mercury*s final observations on Lincoln during- the.
campaign was its view that Seward was.thrust aside in the nominating con
vention because he had temporized with the South and lacked the nerve to
carry through measures to subjugate that section* .Lincoln was considered
the more dangerous of the two because he was considered "more honest in
his convictions," end possessed the "decision of character and earnest
ness required" to be fully equal to any emergency originating in Southern
attempts at resistance*

Summing up its view of Lincoln, the Mercury

added*
^ Ibid«m October 19, i860*
5°Ibid., October 29, i860.

s?
lor will anyone who- h m examined the lineaments of his countenance#
m depicted in the engravings of his admirers, doubt his being a
'proper tool to accomplish the .purposes of our enemies* .the beau
itoal. of relentless dogged, freesoll, botoer-ruffians--a South
erner by birth,'a Hortoernar in feeling and. associatlon-a fanatic
in philanthropy, and a vulgar motocrat and a Southern hater in
political opinions— he is the very man for the occasion* If ever
in possession of the executive powers of the Government, he will
neither turn bade from his' woric, nor do it by halves*-fit chieftain
of those who selected hira— the author' who first gave expression to
the decline of the ^irrepressible .conflict,” now chosen, to be the
finisher of the faito.^l
is the campaign drew to a Close,, tore# distinct though, inter*
related attitudes towards Idncoln and his probable election could be seen
In the Her curves columns#

Its fundamental attitude was that it was not

the election of Idnooln or any other man they opposed but rather the
placing to .power of a party, ”purely and entirely sectional to Its po
litical principles. Its morals and roHgicr*”^

Such a position, how

ever, was too matter-of-fact to to used often as the toflamatory prop
aganda material necessary to convince the Stab e to secede., the second
attitude m s .framed by the impatient desire to secede .immediately after
•v

*

Unco Into election, and the Hereby, -therefore, actually hoped for his
election*

though It occasionally paid, lip service to toe Union, there

can to no doubt that this was so#

By toe end of October it spoke openly

of that -desire when it observed that Brechliuidge would only, wprotract,
for a few years, a feverish and therefore dangerous existence,”

Putting

toe matter mors coloQuially but also more to toe point, its position
corresponded with toe feelings of a South SaroHman who wrote from Texas#
I talk Breckinridge whenever I get a chances but if lincoln is
elected, and South Carolina and toe South Submit, I am going to
^Ibid,# October l£# i860,'
^ Ibld,, September II, i860*

Mexico* t would rather be a greaser than a-South Carolinian or a .
Southerner# I hope Lincoln ’will be elected, and that we will get
face to face with those d
d yarfcees. If he is elected, and ray
native State faces the music, t will be at home by the first train.^
The Mercury could not campaign for Lincoln of course, therefore, its
third attitude**.the attitude for the masses and the position receiving
the most editorial attention as the campaign drew to a close-was that*
In other words, Mr. Lincoln ADVOCATES BOI0LT and OlEABif, a war
of the North against the South,: of free States ■against slave S^tes**
5*war of exl^rmination^to be oontirmed relentlessiy,rTuntil the'one
or the other shall be subdued, and all the States shall become either
free or slave .5b
late In the campaign both the Mercury and the Courier caught a
rumor from their Washington correspondents that Lincoln would offer the
office of Secretary of State- to Mr* William 0. Elves of flrgiria, and the
post of Attorney General to a South Carolinian*

The Courier gave the.

rumor a greater -spread in its newspaper' and left Its editorial reaction
to the rumor neutral*

The Mercury' reported the rumor sarcastically,- un

derlined the part about the office to a- South Carolinian and concluded
no Southerner ”would so consent to outrage the public.*1' D e s p i t e its
seemingly neutral acceptance of the rumor, the Courier1s editorial tone
was increasingly distmionlst.

From the, Montgomery Mall it reported the

South was infested with hundreds of Abolition Agents, whose business was
*to prepare, our people for the rule of Mncoln* .... to entrap Southern
voters into such commitments as to prevent ever any effectual ■resistance
53ibid., November 6, i860*
^% b i d », October 23, I860. The statement was introduced as a
remark to Lincoln fcy Douglas in their debates in 180.

■

ouvicf and Mercury* October 27, i860.

to Abolitionism*’1 From the same source, the Courier reported that the
”overt-act” men were gradually disappearing, that the blood of Southerners m s getting: hot and that, "if for m

other' .reason,, the South would

resist the Lincoln Administration on account of the mulatto Hamlin«”^
towards the end of the campaign the Courier assumed a more bit
ter and extreme tone*

It spoke of stock market disorders which would

be great and far reaching as a result of the mistaken confidence of those
who bought and sold on the assumption that hincolnts election would not
destroy public confidence*

It acidly observed that, "the fall of the

stocks, etc*., certainly shows that the public judgement is that Lincoln
will be elected, and that, therefore, the farce may extend generally to
business o p e r a t i o n s I t began to use die word ’’nigger” more often, a
word the Mercury rarely used, referring to Iuncoln*s party as, 11nigger
worshippers*1’^

It reported that many, leading conservative politicians

in the State contended "that to submit to the election of Lincoln is to
consent to a lingering death,

and, it mentioned numerous toasts to

secession, at banquets and the like, such as, ’’The Last Straw That Broke
the Camels Back— Lincoln*”

By its petulant tone as much as by Its ac

tual statements, Hie Courier indicated that though its attitude towards
secession reflected the majority sentiment in South Carolina, it did so
begrudgingly*
^Courier* October 27 and 29, i860.
^Txbldvj November 3., i860* ;'
58iMd*
59lbide, Kovember 7, i860*
November 6, i860*

fhe

final remarks on Lincoln seamed to consist of a' '

wistful analysis of his alleged conservatism*

It admitted' that it tee

possible that MncoJn would not -commit an agressive act upon the'-South'
and that he might also ■form a consermM.ve' cabinet,- but it w o t e that' it
nevertheless considered such an eventuality as too unrealistic a betrayal
of the party that elected him,’and that'the South would feel no security ’
in that betrayal even were it probable*^

It realised it -was boolate '

for a reeGncilllation, for the Gulf States would have acted long'before
1nneolnfs inauguration, so-that Ids supposedconservatism could, not save
the Union anyway*

It concluded its: '.reporting of the eampaign,mth the

observation that, **the South looks to your military 'and' militant Wide
&wakesf 'to your Banners, your speeches, your press, your votes and not -i©what Mr* Lincoln may say. or do after his‘election. • * # fhe only voice
that can or ought to' have weight .'with. the. ■South ■is- the vote of '"the
Horth#*^

.

fhere was no evidence of delight or joy'at the Bourler- offices

when hews of Lincoln1a election was received*
fhe Mercuay closed out the casQ?aipt.with' a typical flair*'- It
wrote sarcastic ■notes,.'such as, that all Lincoln was asking of the. South
was that they voluntarily give up $3,200,000,000*00 in slave- property#
It printed long summations on disunion from such extreme secessionists as
dote fowhsenj% "itesident of the. Edicts Island'Vigilant'Association .and '
The i860 Association.

It- reminded its readers in every Issue that lin-

coin'was u fanatical wild-eyed abolitionist who-, with his "Brown^Helper^
party,- sought possession and complete control of the-Federal Treasury '■
%bid.

arid of the Army a m Navy* as a means of whipping 'the South into line* ■
M e n Uneoims election m s reported on November 8, crowds flecked around
the Mercury office and cheered as the resignation notices of Federal
Officers were pasted upon the 'Bulletin Board* and again when, the South
Carolina State flag was ■unfurled from an upper window of the Mercury
building*. M e Mercury recorded the feeling which prevailed as follows*
yesterday* November fife will be a .memorable 'day in Charleston# the
tea has been thrown overboard— the revolution of 186g has been init
iated* Intense though quiet excitement prevails throughout the
community*' The Government officials# as “
’our columns will show* have,
resigned*' From early evening -on. Tuesday^ 'until, two' a*clock the next
morning# the Mercury office m s crowded with anxious expectants of
the news* * * • our bulletin board was surrounded and our officefilled with a continually flowing crowd* At twelve o lclock there
was unfurled from our windows' and stretched- across the street a red;
flag* with the Falmetie and lone Star. A shout from., below* .and twice
three hearty cheers greeted its appearance* The Association of i860
immediately assembled* and arrangements have been made for a public
meeting to endorse the action of the legislature in the call of a
State Convention, to 'assemble'" as aoon as practicable* The feeling on
all hands is for prompt State action* * * * On every lip is the ^
stem cry *Vlve la libertaI1*
M e Joy which both the Mercury end Charleston seCessionists met * '
'■the news'of Mmceln*'s election contrasts markedly with -what Diamond re- '
ported as the general attitude in the South*

He said that most of the

Southern press reported that.-the election of'an'anti-slavery President
was thought of as a coldblooded insult which was met# not by noisy threats
or passionate exclamations* but by %

settled determination that the South

shall never be 'Oppressed udder Idncolnfs Administration^1^

In the Her-

curves Joy at Idncoln*s election may be seen the elation of those who
successfully prevented the Democratic Farty at its ■conventions*'" from,
uniting on a single candidate or national platform by picturing •the Demo^ Herouryy November 8#- i860,
^Bumoncl# o£* cit** p* xvii

enable. Parly as an. organisation without a creed* divided on every prac
tical issue including the tariff* internal .improvements* slavery* and
the Constitutional right of secession*

In its joy may he seen its

success at keeping the Democratic Party split by thoroughly discrediting'
Douglas and his popular sovereignty as any M u d of representative of
Southern interests*

Finally, in Its joy may be seen the persistant*

though sometimes veiled, desire that lincoln would be elected so that the
issue of secession or submission could be met with once and for all*
Editorial 'positions- in the Courier throughout the campaign were
marked by Indecision^ indecision first as to whether or not secession
mas. necessary*, and later*:- when, reluctantly committed to the idea* in
decision as to how it should be best .accomplished#

The Courier*s ling

ering Unionism, which was never completely masked* reflected its earlier
hope M a t hlncoln could somehow be defeated* and ltd 'later hope' that the
nation could yet live in peace under him*
Editorial positions in the Mercury from first to last*- were cen
tered around the idea that Idncoln^s election itself constituted an overt
hostile act of such magnitude as to immediately endanger the peace and
threaten the liberties of the South*

For alt. practical purposes the se

cession movement in South Carolina ended when lincoln was elected Presi
dent, for by, that time the vast majority of M e people were ■■convinced not
only that the State must secede, but that it must do so promptly. .The
actual mechanics of .secession were almost anti-climatic*

Baum om oum mmms
According to Dwight Dumond, the majority of the Southern press in
November and December were devoted to a discussion of Southern grievances!
the. possibility of securing definitive amendments to the Constitution, and
the means whereby cooperative secession was to be accomplished*

In Charles-*'

ton, however, the Mercury was appealing to the people in stirring poetry
and prose to join the crusade for independence while the Courier continued
to examine &incoln*s conservatism .and moderate appeals*

loth the Mercury

and the. Courier printed with approval every resignation of a Southern
Federal appointee of whom they received notice* their pages were a forum
*

for a discussion on the design of a. new national flag for the State*

they

■discussed the adequacy of military preparations in the South, the State
and City, and recorded with pride the .military activities of the local
minute-men organisations, which groups increased in number -almost weekly*
they rarely missed an. opportunity to print some item of abuse or insult
from the Northern press*
the issue which received the greatest amount of' editorial comment
in either newspaper concerned the mechanics of secession*

South Carolina

was the only State 'in. the Union in i860 which chose its presidential eleo*
tors by a vote of the legislature*

That body remained in session after

Casting the State* s vote for Breckinridge until the result of the election
became known so that in the event Lincoln was elected it could call a

State Convention to consider its course of action without having to he
called together especially for that purpose#

the legislature ordered an

election for December 4 to- choose delegates for a State secession con*
vention which was 'to assemble in Columbia on December 17#

there was an

effort in Charleston to bury party differences in the election of the
convention delegates by limiting nominations to a single ticket of
twenty-two names representing the radicals and moderates equally, but the
idea failed and there were finally no less than twenty-three separate
tickets*

the.Mercury caused deep- resentment when it attempted to force

every candidate to commit himself both to immediate and permanent dis
solution of the Union as a prerequisite to his election, by daily classi
fying the candidates as 11explicit” or "not e^splicit* according to whether
they had satisfactorily answered the questions# Most candidates gave- -sab*
isfactory replies to the Mercury, which were printed in.. its sheets-# A few,
out of indignation, refused to reply*

these included active secessionists

such as E*. N. Gourdin and John fewnsenct of "The 1060 Association," as well
as a number of conservatives*
these were times of extraordinary excitement during which the idea
of secession m s raised to a lofty patriotic peak, and adorned with the
sacred cloak of a crusade for Southern independence*

Secession, which

had been heretofore thought of as simply the exercise of a great and un
questionable Constitutional right, became apotheosized as a revolution*
ary movement for freedom from the tyranny of naked Northern oppression,
spawning numerous poetic amouncements such ass
Hail November1sJseventh moral
Hail auspicious, glorious dawnt
Hail banner to the bree&e just thrown!
Hail Southern chivalry

While in humble prayer we bow£.
God will Hess our solemn vow,
Ivor- to maintain, as now, ..
States Hights— liberty^
.Most of the mention of Lincoln, in the. Courier .in November dealt
with his alleged conservative views*. ..On three:.separate occasions it re
ferred to the conservative Republican D* S.* Representative, Thomas Corwin
of Ohio,, as -one of the authorized channels of communications between Lin
coln and the public for purposes of disclosing Lincoln^ conservative
views towards the South.

-The first occasion,, the day after Lincoln1^

election -was aimomeed, it mentioned a .letter Lincoln reportedly gave
Corwin when he visited, him in. Illinois*

fbe fonrfer felt that whatever

disavowals of radicalism might be in the letter would not disarm the hos
tility of the.*South, 'but would only render M m less odious to Northern
^
conservatives#^ When Corwin'arri*red in Washington on November 12, the
Courier reported that he said the -South should have no 'Cause of complaint
against Lincoln, that Buchanan*.s Administration was against coercion and
that: all parties in Washington -concurred that the best, policy'was to leave
the South to the South*^ Finally, its- Baltimore correspondent wrote that
Oorwin gave frequent assurances "that Mr.- Iincoln^s Administration will
be eminently conservative— that it will,' .in fact, be a Olay-Whig Aciministrailed in -all. respects*"^
Other reflections on Lincoln's conservatism in the Courier in
cluded an article from the New fork Times containing, it stated, a die*
^Heronry. November

30,

i860*

^Courier, November 9, i860.
3|bid*, November 13, i860.
^Ibid.j November 15, i860.

patch from SpMngfiel&, lUJjioit that $&ncoln*s cabinet would ha extreme*
ly conservative consisting of either Seward of New fork, Oameron of Fetm*
sylvania, or lives of Virginia for Secretary of Stated dohn Bell, of fen#
nessee for Secretary of Interior| Cassius 'Clay of Kentucky for Secretary
of Wsr$- Colfax of Indiana or Chandler of Maryland for Postmaster General*
John .Minor Betts of Virginia for Secretary of the' Navy, and Henry W« Pavia
of Maryland for Attorney General*^ The Courier* a 'Baltimore correspondent
continued to- argue that the checks .and balances inherent in our form of
goverhmeuhand the opposition in Congresa against M m would render l&o*
coin impotent^, and ttleave the South time to elect a President .congenial.
&
to their views*11 finally, _&** a rather ingenious .line of reasoning &
Courier correspondent writing under the. pseudonym of ^Quintus** generated
some ■interest by arguing that Congress -could not. legally, organise--if any

State *s delegation were absent*

Be continued that if Congress could not

organise, the Electoral College could.not report-. MrcolMs election,
therefore, if the State* s delegation were absent, his election would be
"void and .'secession would-not be necessary*^ 'Quintus'9 remarks were- not .
too well received*
the Courier did, not always mention ^Idncoln* s conservatism in as
neutral a. tone as that above*

It reported, for. example, that soon -after

M s inauguration he would obtain m Congress. of the same views and. then
the Supreme Court would be *reconstructed*"

Then, **with a sectional

Congress- to. enact, sectional laws,- a sectional court to- affirm their' Con*
%bid*, November 10, i860*
^ibid., November lit, i860*
7Ibid., November 17, i860*
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stitutiomllty and a sectional Executive to enforce tattm* what real and
substantial rights ©an we enjoy in the Union? We will 'five almost by
a
'sufferenba#^
It also tools: a note, from the {Spartanburg Express that
Id.nooln*© supposed conciliator proclamations' to the South were a humil
iation which 4added insult 'to,injury*? finally#: its Wew Xork oorrespon-*
dent wrote in, hot indignation that }*the defiant* outrageous*- language11
used by Idncoiii*© supporters there*, which he thought was ^unscrupulous*
ancons titutianaf or disgraceful,■#. could be seen, in the following example^
./By 14© oath of office he will be, required to see the laws of the
United Stated feithfuXiy executed* Bui*' at the same time* he will,
be left,to consider and adjudge what those laws are-* Will he*, with
a coward’
1® 'brand on hia brow attempt to enforce- the infamous .fugitive
;Slave lew«*a law which, though.signed and, enforced by Milliard Fillmore*
is repudiated by all Christendom* kid Which* till the end of .time will,
.stilus', in the nostrils of every independent man and citicen*fne .of the more realistic comments to -appear .in. the ffourle^. m

the

course ."iimco'ln would, probably pursue* .came towards- the end of. November*
.Reporting; that, the New terk fwertei Best- contained, a letter from Mneoln’s
'■ ’
’
✓ ':'
*
home in Springfield* Illinois* written by an unnamed confidant after a
private conference with

the Courier indi.cated the, Fost styled

the letter as a ,nsemi~offida! program' of the intentions of. the- President
elect*11 the writer said that*
Mncoln till conduct his Administration conformably-.to the, senif«*
ment of his previous speeches*‘and. Will not be driven from, his’course
by '
■the threats.of the' Bisuraohisis.or /the .counsels of the -timid.Be*
publicans*' He will 'make no publication of'14s policy but is deter-*
mined., to be Bresident of the Whole country* He approves of laekson«s
course in'regard 'to South Carolina'aHdlKSQdfication*: and will act- as,much, like'him as circumstances permit* lis cabinet will,be- com*%t4d., November %

i860.

*
9lbid., November 10, i860.
•

3%bld», November 35, i860*

posed of true .Republicans and net m m Bell will be asked 'to take a
seat therein.*^

the whole cycle, of first reporting lincolnfs alleged eonserva*
tism* second scorning that conservatism* and finally concluding that it
was too late, or too unlikely to be true*, was repeated -again in the Pourier 'late in November* From the Chattanooga Payette it reported that a,
* « * * * —■<
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wealth' Southern planter, who- needed m m slaves to- pick', his crop but was
♦

i

‘

1 '

-

I •-

•

*

concerned that their value would depreciate too much in the troubled
'times to wa&ranb the purchase* actually visited Uncoin in Illinois to ‘
determine for himself his views on slavery*. itocoln was- reported to have
told him he neither favored interference with slavery .in the States, nor
t

«r

•

.

,

■abolishing slavery in the District of ColmMa* but only opposed the eso-*■
’
"
' **
tension of slavery in the territories* Further* Idneoia remarked that if
South Carolina seceded he-would let her go so- 'long as: Congress did not
pass a force.bill, and that if no one-would accept office in'the State

they would* of, course* receive no benefits from the Government* and would
have to bear Hie expanse Of the distribution of the mails themselves*
Finally* Xdncoln was reported as advising 'the planter to purchase as many
slaves as he needed and.that in .twelve, months, slave property would be
■worth more than it, had ever been. Perhaps naturally, the planter and the
Gasette reported hincoln as*.

man, of .profound acquirements* and -that ha

doubts not will make as good* -if. not better President than Mr. Buchanan

has done.”^ .
:.dust as..the Cfonrlep; .allowed' the Ghattanooga Gasetts 'to--describe
ldncoln,s conservatism* it let another newspaper repudiate it. From the
Utbia.. November 21, i860.
3% b i d » , November 23, 1860,

the Courier took an article reporting that,., H h a whole'
comervative stampede at the South is got up on purpose to make linooln
turn hi# back upon the pMhfipXss which elected, him*** the Ifcmoerat as*
sorted that the ■days; of slavery- were numbered and that **no Iincoln could
stay the fiat of :bhe people against it*^

further, the Bemoerab added, V

^any attempt on the part of Mncoln to favor the South, as touching the
institution of slavery, would only make Northern people still, more esc**
cited against the
The

was so engrossed in. the progress- of the secession

movement and so convinced of its ultimate success, that it rarely men*
tioned its views on the discussion of .itncoin1# comervptism in both the
North and South* On the last day of November, however, it finally did
print a letter to- the editor on the subject as follows*
Among the .various movements of these stirring times, we notice

'

m m m curious, artful 'and subtle in its real pnspeae as ..tbs gentle*,
yet earnest tone of conciliation which pervades the Northern press*
Surely, surely, there is no sensible man in the great North who* for
m instant, imagines that an' -exposition of
lancoln*# policy, how*
ever conciliatory it might be, can, in any way, reconcile the South
at this juncture* #". * the South is truly on her way to destiny, and
if prudence, wisdom, honesty and discretion guide her councils, that
destiny will be the brightest and most glorious in the annals of the
world*^4
Both new^ap^s eventually, correctly related, ldncoln*s silence
■and past record to the probable course he would follow, just as Idncoln
had asked the curious to do* the Courier reported that the remarks lto«
coin made in. the -course of the Senatorial campaign with BougXas were ^believed to indicate M s position eei^ctly*1* ^
*3lbld., November 29, i860.
l%er<mry, November |0, i860*
^Oourie^, November 10, i860*

The Mercury reported that

too
lincoln himself stated that in elation to the course he would follcRr,
that -if hie record for the past sic years- gained

m

credit his'present' »

assentations would be treated no better*^.Editorial comment on secessiGn , in which lincoto m s mentioned,
seined to be of two- distinctive.types.

There were the now standard sle*

gans or pronouncements such as, ”'snfcn&sst©n to lineoln-wiiX be the rain
and degradation of the South,”3$ which the Courier:seemed to favor, and
long bitter polemics such as the '
Mercury seemed to-favor*

to example -of

the latter was B. B* Ehett* s spasoh at the fnsMtote Hail to Charleston
on November 1%

at a meeting of the people of the City to- ratify the

State togisiature!s call, for a secession convention* Bbetb reviewed the
causes of discord between North and South with his own fiery rhetoric and
concluded that, on the principle of hostility to African slavery the North,
'had elected, ”a Southern renegade^epewed out of the bosom -of Emiuelqr to*
to Iilinois-*^and a Northern white-*»washed or octoroon mulatto, to be
President and fice»Bresident of the United States.”' Ehett stated that a
«naked sectional dccpotica# was organized over the South,”as hating as it
is hatsd***With all the- fury of Itoaticism, and all toe lust of .avarice and
ambition to -.direct its.power*^^
The second type of secession comment, and one to which a subtle
yet distinct shift to emphasis could be noted, seemed to originate to toe
Courier1© acceptance of toe statement that Itocotofs election m s taken
i■— i ■ ..I.i— ■

i m,..m

11

!■

*»

as an occasion for action but was not the only eause*?$ Biehard leadon,
^ %er£nry* November 20, I860*
^^Oourier* November 10, 1660*
^%ercu£y, November 21, i860*
% S t e ,

November 10, i860*

previously an editor of the Courier speaking at the same ratification
meeting at which B* B* Bhett spoke, stated that he regarded the election.'of hinsoln as

overt act enough”5 and that whatever his alleged conserva*

tive opinions he was -a minority President elected without the vote of any
Southern State*

leaden seemed to be attempting, to reconcile the differ

ences between radical, and moderate secessionists by the observation -teat
■^separate .state action is no longer identified with isolated state ae**tion*tt2® Shortly afterwards, the Courier reported teat secession had.
com© to mean cooperation*^ Still another change in the Courier^s. atti*
tnde towards g&reoln and t he secession issue m s its new .emphasis on the
Mercury *s old position that the cause of the quarrel* m s wnot. that
Abraham Xincoln has been elected. President, but.it is in- tee cause-which
led to.his,election* * * * The fact is teat the Government is--.about to-be
seetionalised*”22

The best.example of this point m s ■taken from.an ad*

dress of Governor d* ¥ * Ellis ofNorte Carolina, who stated:

ft is true, .thatAbraham Xincolh .is elected President- according, to
the form of the Constitution: It is equally true that George tee
fhird was the rightful occupant of tee'British Ihrone, yet our
father submitted hot to his m thority* fhey rebelled not against
tee man.-* « * but against* * *. * that power “behind the throned*. * * *
So it ia with us* It is not the man. Abraham Maeote, that we regard
but the power that elevated Mm. to office, and which will naturally
maintain a controlling influence in his Administration*^
these subtle shifts, the basically temperate statements in tee
Courier* and conservative opinion throughout the State found little ex*
pressioh in ■the- Mercury* ■For the most part the Mercury beat the same
2% ^ d #, November 17, 1060*
21Ibid,, November 19, i860*
22lbid*j. November 16,.. i860**

2^lbid** November

2h, i860*
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warning drum it had beat for sc long* " “Elect Unco In -and- subdue the
slaveholders,n it ■repeated was the Republican cry*

It cited from-a North-

ern newspaper -identified only as a “State Journal,” that “the miserable
and insolent band of slaveholders'' must be subdued, -not because they ere
slaveholders.,.but because they form- a despotism intolerable to every sec*
tion-r-a band of 300,000 petty tyrants*”2^

The Mercury stated that “Xincoln

and his followers care not a straw for Negroes but- they hate and despise
the South.”

Its Hew fork correspondent who wrote that statement,- described

a fantastic.plot by which the Bepublicans intended to use the Illinois
*

*

^

.

-

,

‘

'

-V.

^

Railroad to rob the Government of £,000,000 acres of public lands,- and '.re
ported that lincoln was selected -asthe Illinois Railroad Company1s Presi
dential candidate, and was pledged to do all he could to carry through
*>j£
their design “to despoil the Goirermmt and people of money and- lands#”'■^
The Mercury oftm referred to lincola when it spoke of tee dan
gers of submission.

With reference to a force Sill to coerce- South Caro

lina to stay in the tTnio% it wrote that all the North1© “mighty heroes,”
including lincoln (“tee second -Jackson, greater than the first” ), would
“cower into nothingness and -submission before the secession -of South Caro*
lina.”2^ The Mercury told its readers, that the North sneered at the sug
gestions that the South would not submit to lincoln1© election and not
only thought Southerners would take office under timoln, but teat once
the wedge was .entered they would split the South easier- than Mncoln ever
split rails.

“No overt acts will be committed 'by Mncoln, but able men

2%ercury. November 9$ 1660.
v

"

■ *

“

2%bid., November 19, i860.

g6Ibld., November 21, i860.
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* r m be his advisors, and by degrees the South will find that their
#*

*

power is all gone,11 the Mercury advised*
will not pas# by before you m i l have

m

“If you now submit, three years
abolition parly in the. South,

and teen we know what will soon follow*”2?
Both newspapers contained a mtteer of base, and even" ridiculous,
references to Lincoln in November and beaember, but in neither case did
they represent editorial feeling towards Lincoln in those months*

The

Qonrler referred to Idnooln cheating Seward out of the Republican nomi
nation on one occasion and on another to Horace Greeley as one “who has
really made Lincoln -President*”

It referred to him being- burnt In effigy

at an Aiken, Scute Carolina
parade,- the effigy being ridden on arrail and
#
v

parried, by two Negroes,2^ and, referred to -a Baltimore reporter who shifted
his support: to Lincoln, as a “turncoat” and a “flatfooted Niggerite*1*2^
It stated of I&nooln teat,, “the fanatic,- who, * *. * proposes to revive

the Knight erranty of the infidel doctrine of social equality, should be
left to tee conviction of bis- own folly#”3® Finally, on secession day
itself,- tee Courier ran a filler item at the- bottom of a page to the
■effect that “tee livestock of .Illinois is estimated to be worth nearly
$100,000,000*

This does not include Abraham Lincoln*51^

The Mercury

called Lincoln the tool of a party which would send him to make tee South
a province of tee North*!2

It- provided some sort of -.explanation for tee

g7lbid». November 26, I860,
a

^

,

November 12“lU, I860.

29IM4., November 23, I860,
3°lbld.. December 18, i860.

33-rbld.. December 20, i860.
3gMercury. December 11, i860.

10ti
dearth of concrete information available In the South on .Lincoln, when'
in regard to succeeeful. Southern censorship of Abolition papers and other
literature, it commented that, “only' one batch of papers have lately been
returned from the South,' on account of objectionable matter, and that was
500

copies of Harper*a Weekly* which was made luaexpectedly offensive by

publishing a portrait of *01d Abe* and his biography*”!!
to Novemberl3, Senator Hebert Toombs of Georgia made a great de
fense of Southern rights to the Georgia State legislature urging iimuediate
secession*

The next day Alexander 1* Stephens, .later to be- the Confeder

ate UIce-Fresident, delivered teat Dwight Dumond called “on© of the
greatest speeches- of 'Ids career1* in answer to Tombs, arguing that m
overt act. had been coimaitted by Mncoln*s election,, and that there was
m immediate danger from M m because: Congress would be- controlled by his
opponents*!^ -Stephens argued against separate' state action and expressed
'*

1

the belief that therewere founds for hope that sectional difficulties
could te adjusted by Constitutional measures*

Stephens* national promi-

nence, the Quality of M s address, and the unusual fact that Lincoln
wrote M m to ask- for a revised copy, created a considerable stir through
out the ■Southern press.

The Mercury devoted a considerable editorial

effort' te dispel tee effect of Stephens1 remarks.

Ob December 1 , ■it re~

butted his speech at length and- on. December U, it cited a speech by

f* W*

Pickens (soon to be South Carolina*s Governor) te the State House of Rep
resentatives at Columbia, which also rebutted. Stephens* speech*

Pickens

referred te the second resolution of the .Republican Party Platform which

November 30, i860.
!%wighi 1* Suraond, The'Secession Movement 1860-1861 (Hew forks
The Macmillan Company, 1931), ppTrCI-E^*

IQ?
took

ipm

the Declaration of Independence the statement that, all

mm. are

cheated equal and endowed fey their creator' with certain unalienable rights
to life* liberty aid the pursuit of happiness*

Pickens reminded his lis~

toners* as B* B* Rhett had done earlier in. the campaign* that 'this reso
lution was introduced fey the Abolitionist Joshua, Glidings* and asked*
'
ttAre we prepared' to stand by and wait until an overt act 3.s committed in
the face of the open declaration of the Chicago Convention* that, your
slaves are your equatsP^
lafhen mews of Mncoln* s interest in Stephens* speech m s learned*
the Herftoagy informed Its -.readers that lincoln was lle&cessive3y pleased*
with M s remarks and stated that* tlthe host Item of mews he had revived.
>4-V,

since the CKii of November was that of Hr* Stephens* election as delegate

to the Georgia. State Comvemt&on#*^ the Courier cited the reaction of
the Columbia (Georgia) limes to Stephens1 speech for its readers*
Bvery mail from the Morth brings fresh evidence of the comfort and
consolation oarriedby the late speech of the Hon* A* H* Stephens, to
the Republican camp. * . *. "Old A h # himself says 'it has been the
only crumb ofcomforb wMch has reached him simee the election* * * *
Is it mot a humiliating reflection to Georgians, that one of the
most honored and. distinguished sons of the old commonwealth ip the
first and. only one to send glad.tidings to the councils of the worst.
enemies of the Soutbrf?
fresident Buchanan^s Fourth Annual- Hessage to Congress delivered
on December 3* contained as its central thane the feeling t o t the Hnion
could and ought to he saved, by peaceable methods*

He suggested the a~-

doption of numerous amendments to the Constitution favorable to the South*

35Mereuiy» December h* I860*
3^Ibld* * December 7* I860*,

37conrier* December 11* i860*.
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His speech* a significance to this thesis lay in the remarks it generated
in the Courier with regard to Lincoln.

Comparing the maimer with which

Buchanan and Lincoln would react to the secession of the South, the
Courier* s Washington correspondent gave further evidence of Lincoln* s
conservatism by stating that while Buchanan would act without any Force
M i l in the enforcement of the collection of the revenue, Lincoln would
not attempt coercion in any case unless Congress should pass a Force Bill*
In that event, the correspondent, added, he would consider it incumbent
upon himself to carry out the laws*

two days later, the Courier reported

that a note from Springfield, Illinois stated Lincoln had received a
synopsis of Buchanan*s message and, ^comments very severely on Its accusa
tory tone towards the North and says his own views are misrepresented*”3®
From December

6, when

delegates to the State Secession Convention

were elected, through December

20, when

the secession ordinance was

approved, there was even less mention of Lincoln in the Charleston press
than usual*

In nearly every case the delegates which were chosen were

committed to immediate and separate State action, which virtually made the
final action of the Secession Convention a foregone

c o n c l u s i o n .

39

Both

newspapers printed numerous religious sermons which confirmed and blessed
the budding movement for Southern independence and they continually prin
ted secession testimonials from prominent .Southerners*
3% b l d *, November

Editorial comment

8, 10, i860*

39fh© Courier wrote that Mnot a single opponent of secession was
elected*” GoujuerDecember 12, i860* On being elected a delegate, R* 8*
Rhett remarked'
1that, ^nineteen years, have I served as a representative
of the people of South Carolina, in her long contest for her rights and
liberties* 1 began in 1828. For thirty-two years have X followed the
quarry. Behold! It, at last, is in -sight.*1 Mercury* December 8, i860*
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on military preparation increased daily, and included histories of Major
Anderson, Commander of the Federal troops at the Charleston forts | how
the State would prevent the reinforcement of those troops, and even on
how the forts were to he taken over*

fhe tone of the Mercury was buoyant,

■exciting, and full of revolutionary fervor*

the. tone' of the Courier,-

though more serious and careful, was Increasingly ^patriotic***
Both newspapers repudiated Lincoln*s conservatism again prior to
the secession of 'the State*

.

they had heard that Jefferson Davis had

received a dispatch from Lincoln to the effect that Lincoln was preparing
a letter defining M s

position which would give ltentire satisfaction to

the South,” and both cited an article from the Savannah Republican to
the effect that, tfLincoln understands but little of the people of the
South, and the real causes of the existing' troubles if he supposes that
he can write any such letter.”^

the Mercury added that the Chicago Demo

crat reported that Lincoln stood nfirmly and immovably upon the platform
of the Republican Party, and is a believer in the principles therein
enumerated* * * * W e feel satisfied that he M i l do M s

duty fearlessly

in any emergency that m ay a r i s e * ”kl
Fo r years the State had talked of secession and had advanced argu
ments in its favor*

As the event approached reality the solemn business

of Justifying why, to themselves and to their posterity, began*

the Mayor

of Charleston, W* B* Carlisle, gravely announced that, flthe election of
M r * Lincoln to the Presidency is an evidence that those who should have
been our friends and protectors are determined to fee our foes*.”

k%ercuyy and Courier* December 18, i860*
^ Mercury* December 18, i860*

A seces-

Sion delegate, G* Manigault, speaking at the- newly named Secession Hall
on the celebration of the day when, seventy-eight years earlier, the
British evacuated Charleston, stated:
we read our colonial history and the annals of the Revolution to
little purpose, if we are not impressed with the fact, that the
people of the North and the people of the South have been constant
ly -growing more and more different— have become two distinct peo
ples— separate nationalities *
Speaking for itself, the Courier editorialised, «a brave enlightened
people may suffer but must succeed*

The history of Greece, Home, Sparta-,

Switzerland, Italy and South Carolina in the Revolution all have proven
this*”^

And, again, ‘’the election of Mr* Lincoln* * * * was an avowed

■declaration of war upon the institutions and- rights of the States .of the
South.nl*3

On the second day of the State Secession Convention, the Courier
succinctly summarized a portion of an address by Governor Cobb of Georgia
to the- people of that State*

fhe fifteen points of its summarization

taken together provide am accurate and representative ’’case for the South”
as viewed by -the .Courier, in particular, and Southern conservatives in
general*
Istl* The Black Republican Party originated in opposition to slavery* '
Men of all parties, however much they differed in opinion upon
other topics united in a determination to destroy the institu
tion of -slavery*
3rc*« The Constitutional rights of the South were to'be ignored*
Rtfe* The Supreme Court decision was repudiated*
jth* The Black Republican ’Party will adhere to the principles which
brought it into power*
; 6^ * Lincoln declared his hatred of slavery and that it must ulti
mately be overthrown*
7th. Re declared that the Negro is the equal of the white’’man*
^Courier* December

1?, i860*

toibid., December 19, i860. '
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Chase* Sumner, Greeley, Webb*
th.Seward,
cans* teach the same doctrine#

8

and other Black Bepubli-

pth# They teach that there is a law higher than the Constitution*
10th4 Ten Sovereign States have legislated upon this idea*.
The South claims protection* the Worth resists the claim*
The Worthem pulpit and Sunday Schools have taught the people
of that section to hate the institution of slavery*
13th. A temporary majority in Congress against Lincoln m i l be unable
to secure the rights and safety of the South*
lkth. The whole power of the Government* with Lincoln at its head*
will be used to destroy Southern rights* equality and .safety in
the Union.
There
is no remedy but secession for the existing difficulties
15th.
worthy of consideration save that of new Constitutional guaran
tees as proposed by Mr* Buchanan* and they will be spurned-;by
our Northern enemies*^
■On the fourth day of the Secession Convention the ordinance of
secession was ratified* At the conclusion of the signing* the President
of the delegates* B* F* Jamison, exhibited the parchment to the meeting
proclaiming, the State of South Carolina an independent Commonwealth.

ttQn

this announcement,rt the Courier reported, *,;the whole audience rose and
gave vent to their enthusiasm in prolonged cheers, with the waving of hats
and hankerehiefs • The spectacle was a sublime one.* and can never be effaced
from the memory of those who had the gratification of being oresent.tt&?
The next day the Mercury wrote*
The 20b*1 day of December • , . has become an epoch in the history
of the human race* A great confederated Republic, overwrought with,
arrogant and tyrannous oppression, has fallen from its high estate
amongst the Motions of the earth* Conservative liberty has been vindi
cated* Mobocratic license has been stricken down* Order has con
quered* yet liberty has survived.^-6
Wtlbid., December IB, i860.
k^Ibid., December 21* i860*
k%ercury, December 21, i860*
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vi

CONCLUSION
The search for the historical Lincoln in the Charleston press has
been a frustrating task*

During the first half of the campaign Lincoln* s

obscurity and campaign silence severely limited the information available
on him* During the last half of the campaign, as censorship controls
tightened, much of the information that was made available to other sec
tions of the Nation’s press and might have been used in Charleston was
deliberately discarded*

Campaign notice of Lincoln generally took the

form of impersonal comment on nihe Republican candidate*®

Moreover, the

Charleston press, and particularly the Mercury, was biased! not in the
sense that they differed in point of view with Republican or National Demo
cratic principles, or defended Southern rights with such intensity, but
in the sense that, any serious notice of' Lincoln was generally made with
the specific intent to make or verify a sectional point#

for example,

the only speeches of Lincoln’s that were ever mentioned were by way of
associating him with Abolitionism, or establishing him as an Abolitionist*
And, Lincoln was not an Abolitionist I
The only way one could discover the essential lines and nature of
Lincoln’s greatness in the Mercury and the Courier in i860, as we appre
ciate them today, would be for one to read history backwards^ to go into
the times specifically looking for a .characteristic such as Lincoln’s
honesty or his simplicity, and upon finding the sought for characteristic,

yi%
extract the wdrds out of their context and apply them to the particular
purpose at hand*

Using such a method one could draw a picture of Lin

coln which would correctly include his innate simplicity, homely visage,
proverbial honesty, sense of fair play, and sense of humor*

One could

find out certain facts of M s background, such as, that he was born in
Kentucky and grew up on the Illinois frontier where he was forced to
employ himself splitting rails and. riding flatboats; that he trained him
self as a country lawyer, served in the State Legislature and later as a
TJ# S*. Representative! that he was defeated in his first foray into poli
tical life when he sought election to the Illinois State Legislature, and
again by Douglas in the Senatorial race of l8f?8* With regard to his poli
tics, one could also find evidence that he opposed the extension of slav
ery in the territories! that he began his political career as a Whigf
narrowly missed the Republican Yice-Presidential nomination in
Douglas in their debates, etc.

18^65

bested

One could find all of these facts and many

more in the pages of the Mercury or the Courier in i860* But, lifting
such facts out of context would be as biased an effort and the result,
though recognisable to the reader, as great a distortion as the Mercury
taking only Lincoln’s anti-slavery sentiments to support the conclusion,
previously made, that he was an Abolitionist*

Therefore, the question

which embarked the writer upon this thesis— could the essential lines and
nature of a man history Judges to be truly great, be found in a thoroughly
hostile opposition press— must, at least in the case of Lincoln and the
Charleston press, be answered in the negative, for it can now be asserted
that the historical Lincoln cannot be found in either the Mercury or the
Courier with enough accuracy to be of any value,

ft remains, then, to put

the finishing touches to the pictures of Lincoln actually presented by the

Mercury and Courier*
Initial editorial reaction to Lincoln’s nomination in both the
Mercury and the Courier was dominated by their complete surprise at his
selection and cloaked in each newspaper’s particular editorial slant*
Speaking for the radical slaveowners who for thirty years had preached
resistance, nullification, and secession, the Mercury looked down from
its lofty aristocratic peak and with characteristic disdain asked,

11What

is this common apparition the Abolitionists have chosen to lead them?**
The conservative, commercially oriented Courier, less parochial in its
views, also asked who he was but with less disdain and greater interest*
X'tfhen Lincoln’s simple frontier origins and actual obscurity became known
the reactions of both newspapers towards M m ran the gamut from suspicious
belligerency (as if the Abolitionists had some trick up their sleeve) to
disdainful scrutiny to contemptuous scorn*

Genuine interest in Lincoln

was evident to a very limited extent in the Courier but was nonexistent
in the Mercury* That the Republican Party in its political infancy might
have chosen Lincoln because the bright lights in its party were too radi
cal, had too much of a record to defend, and would therefore have a more
difficult time collecting the diverse elements of the party into its fold,
apparently escaped both the Mercury and the Courier* That Lincoln’s nomi
nation might have been a clear cut manifestation of the Republican’s
determination to avoid extremes in their choice was a fact which apparently
escaped the Mercury completely and was not appreciated in the Courier un
til late in the campaign*
During the campaign, the. Mercury’s task, like that of other mediums
of secessionist propaganda in the South, was to convince the people that
submission to ’‘Republican rule® would be the same as accepting a deliber-
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ate

'unrelenting war on slavery under the guise of an idealistic -and

pernicious pursuit of civil and political equality, the real motivation
behind which was, ”to drive the slaveholders, like poisoned rats, into
their holes*®

The persuasiveness of its eloquent revolutionary rhetoric

browbeat, cajoled, intimidated, and shamed a people, long ago educated in
the principles and necessity of secession, into accepting the proposition
that Lincoln’s election was such an overt hostile act that it should be
taken as the occasion for the State to secede*

With but one or two iso

lated exceptions, the Mercury presented Lincoln to its readers in such a
manner as to further its long standing dream of a Southern Confederacy*
It developed a picture of him as a fanatic Abolitionist who would foment
servile incen.diaii.sni and overthrow the fundamental institution of South
ern society out of precipitate and Ignorant seal*
The success of the Mercury and of other mediums of secessionist
propaganda could be clearly seen in the pages of the conservative Courier,
which wavered back and forth between Unionism and disuniorism throughout
the campaign* Either through policy, or to mask its doubts about the
correct course to take, the Courier editorialised less and sampled public
opinion, both North and South, more than did the Mercury* Throughout the
early part of the campaign the Courier sought in vain for some method of
achieving Democratic unity in order to defeat Lincoln*

Only when the

certainty of Lincoln’s election and the sectional nature of that victory
became apparent to the majority of South Carolinians, did the Courier begin
mentioning things like

11the

true issue” and the “irrepressible conflict”

and shift to reluctant support of secession*

About the time, late August,

that the Courier, In behalf of all South Carolina conservatives, accepted
the premise that Lincoln’s election was cause enough to warrant cooperative

secession, it seems that it began to put the fact that Lincoln was chosen
over the likes of Seward and Chase together with the nonoffensive charac
ter of his campaign silence and come up with the realization that though
he was personally committed to anti-slavery views he was a conservative!
one who though faithful to his party would proceed with caution and moder
ation upon his Presidential course*

To those who loved the Union in the

South, It must have been a poignant and ironic realization that though
Lincoln was conservative enough in his anti-slavery politics to warrant
“a chance,” that knowledge came too late to dissipate the gathering seces
sion storm*

It is very likely that this sad conflict was the explanation

for the Courier* s Vacilating course throughout the last half of the cam
paign and its bitter tone on the eve of secession*
The evidence, even in the Mercury and the Courier, that Lincoln1s
personal anti-slavery views were not of an abolitionist character, is
overwhelming*

His temperate statements regarding slavery in the years

before he was nominated! the fact that by his silence he assiduously re
frained from antagonizing the South, and the very real conciliatory feel
ers he put out to the South in October and November are the most likely
explanation for the Mercury’s apologetic shift of emphasis from “lincoln
the fanatic Abolitionist” to its sentiments in October, November, and
December (while the furor over Lincoln’s conservatism was at its height)
that, “Its not the man but the power behind the throne*1
1
Stung by titles such as ”submissionists“ and cowards, South Caro
lina Unionists answered the call of loyalty to their section and accepted
the essentially conservative fifteen point summation of the case for the
South on pages 108-109 above*

Never completely accepting the proposition

that Lincoln’s election was in itself an overt act justifying immediate

and separate State action, the Courier and other South Carolina Unionists
sat back and rode the flood tide of secession feeling out to its final
consummation*
If the writer may be excused for using the same epigrammatic
summations and oversimplified slogans which were the common journalistic
weapons of the newspapers he lias researched for this thesis, the follow
ing imaginary situation might best sum up an editorial camparison of Hie
views of Lincoln held by the Mercury and the Courier* Let the reader
Imagine two converging, paths upon each of which are posted large signposts
representing the development of each newspaper# view of Lincoln*

In bold

letters at the top of each sign upon the path the Mercury would have fol
lowed, may be found the word, SECEDE* Beneath this plea the signs them
selves might have lead as follows:
May and

Is This Nominus Umbra?”

June and July* ,.•***.«,»«,** **♦*nHe Actually Said The Government Cannot
Endure Half Slave and Half Free*®
July and August* *.***.••***•**nHe Is A Fanatical Abolitionisti”
August and September* **«**. ***TIA Bloody Slave Insurrection M i l Be The
Inevitable Result Of Submitting To His Rule*”
September and October#********wThe North Is Arming# We Must Too*®
October and November **********“Its Not The Man, But The Power Behind The
Throne*”
November and December* ••***•#*”Join The Crusade For Southern Independence ♦*l
At the risk of overworking the simile, imagine the path down which the
Mercury traveled to be as straight as an arrow*

The Courier would have

followed a winding path with numerous obstacles in the way,

the signposts

along its way simply containing the following statements:
May and J

u

n

e

*

*♦"They Have Nominated Abraham Lincolni?“

June and July, **•••*.***•* **•.“Can The Democrats Unite To Defeat Him?”

July and August* **,«**,•***•• ."Would His Election Be A Sufficient Cause
For Secession?”
August and September •**..,* ** *.“The People Seem To Think Sol”
September and October******** .“Must Lincoln’s Election Also Be The
Occasion For Secession?1
1
October and November********* *“Apparently! n
November and December# ....... *”Pity— He Seems Like He Would Be A Conserv
ative Leader*”
Some observers in Lincoln’s time realized that he would stand
higher with posterity than with his m s s of contemporaries*

The Lincoln

legend has surely obscured the shortcomings^of the man and glossed over
those periods when he groped and blundered*

The picture of a simple law

yer from Springfield, Illinois coming Bast for his inauguration with mis
givings and misconceptions has given way, as a recent historian has
remarked, to na picture of a man following a well-marked path of destiny
to abolish slavery, * * * to give his life in the cause of Union, and,
finally to belong to the ages •"3- The independent-minded and mercurial
Horace Greeley, in a brilliant editorial on Lincoln’s death, wrote that
one reason for this would doubtless be found in the external superficial
tests by which people then gauged contemporary merit*

Greeley went on to

say i
A king without his crown and purple robes is, to the vulgar appre
hension, a solecism, an impossibility* A coarsely clad, travel-stained,
barefoot Jesus, could get no hearing in our fashionable synagogues,
though his every discourse were a Sermon on the Mount* And Mr* Lincoln
was so essentially, unchangeably a commoner* * * * We have had Presi
dents before him sprung from the loins of poverty and obscurity, but
never one who remained to the last so simply, absolutely, alike in
heart and manner, one of the people# No one who approached him, whether
as minister or messenger, felt impelled either to stoop or strut in his
presence* He was neither awed by assumption nor disgusted by vulgarity#
3»Potter, o£. clt., p* 31$*

He was- never constrained nor uneasy in whatever presence, and he im
posed no constraint nor ceremony on others#*
fhere are two aspects of an aristocratic viewpoint! the gracious
and refined “noblesse oblige” which many think characteristic of the
ante-bellum Southerner, and a common, vulgar brand of simple snobbery which,
unfortunately, also figured in his attitudes*

it hardly matters which as

pect of the aristocratic viewpoint would motivate the editor of the Mercury
to sarcastically refer to “King Lincoln" as a “low-born despicable tyrant,**^
or would motivate the Courier to describe Midwesterners as, “a race who
developed a crude and empiric civilization, which never progressed, and
who, with their manners, customs, religion and hopes have long since faded
away before the brighter dawn of art and refinement, while their descendents are perceptibly retreating to the more distant West#”^ What does
matter is that both aspects of the aristocratic attitude were, even then,
characteristically un-American, offending both the frontier spirit and the
refined expression of political equality which marked, and still marks, our
Nation and people# As a result, this thesis ends with the sad perception
that even had Lincoln been a Southern Breckinridge Democrat, like the
coarsely clad, travel-stained, barefoot Jesus of whom Greeley spoke, he
would probably not even have- had a hearing in Charleston, South Carolina,
in i860*
%Itgarg,
>, 186$*
April 19,

citing from The New fork Tribune,

*, pp# 2$0~2$1, citing from the Mercury, March 9, 186$.
^Courier* May 22, I860.
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